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Church Elders Defy Ministers, Bar Negroes
Group Plays Hide And
Peek With The Camera

Man Stabbed In Back
second Murder Victim

Elders at Second Presbyterian identified person.
CLOSE ESCORTS
church in the East Memphis
Two anen.bers kept close to
area defied an open letter from
the ministers last Sunday and Stanback end his companion
which
A 40-vear-old man died from called an ambulance
blocked four persons, including and stood in the way to block
a stab wound in the back early carried him to John Gaston
a Negro and white minister, them when they attempted to
Sunday morning in John Gas- hospit al.
who sought to worship there walk toward the church. One
ton hospital to become the sec- Police said the investigation
man put on dark glasses and
last Sunday.
ond homicide victim of 1965.
showed that Mr. Trotter had
The church officials were kept his back to the camera.
The victim was Willie Trot- beaten the woman on the night
The officials, who form the
lined up across the front of the
ter of 550 Hernando st. Arrest- before she gave him the fatal
church. and Willis Ayers, a session or governing body of
ed and charged with the mur- stab wound in the back.
member of Idlewild l'resbyter- the church, are attempting to
der was Mrs. Lucille Thomp- He died at 12:05 a.m., a lit.
ian church, who is a strong sup- keep Negroes out of the church
son 45, who was held to the tie more than 12 hours after
porter of segregationist causes, despite a statement from the
in
state on a charge of murder
was on hand to photograph the pastor, Dr. Henry F. Russell.
he was stabbed. Ile was the
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the woman that he was going
retrented behind the pillars of Christian conscience approve
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to another cafe, she demanded
the church and did their best the policy of excluding people
wound.
stab
that he take her along.
to remain out of camera range from 'our worship servtce.'
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the
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she
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before
hut
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of the same members who bold- 1964 which says: "No one shall
was able to give police the
left shoulder blade.
ly blocked entrance to the be excluded from participation
stabbed
who
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the
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name
The victim then ran to 532
the spring of 1964. in the pt.blic worship in the
photo at right. a student asked official if he is being kept church in
Georgia ave., where someone her.
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First Aid Courses At Remove Cole's Lung Lady
Cancer Surgery
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Slugs Sheriff

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — entered the hospital Dec. 8. He l
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she was only nine years old. Igree in an accredited college.

Ten Local Students In
Scholarship Finals
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Late Physician's Sister
Dies At Funeral Rites

Notes About Clubs

INDIANAPOLIS — tt:SPI) — of Detroit, died at the home of
Dr. Bernard Pritchett, 66, a a second sister, Anna Pritchett.
The beautiful and spacious The meeting was opened by the
prominent physician and long- Her death also was attributed
club rooms in the Casa Blanca ! chaplain, Mrs. Ethel Williamtime resident of Indianapolis, to a heart attack.
Cafe was the setting for the Illi- ! son, assisted by Mrs. M. Hall
busiwas buried Monday as funeral Dr. Pritchett born in Brazil,
nois Central Rail Road Social ! and Mrs. L. Bigham. The
arrangements were being com- Ind., was brought to Indianalub dinner party on N e w ness of the club was presided
pleted for his sister who died polis while still a boy.
over by the president, Mrs. M.
Year's Day.
after arriving to attend he r Besides its wife, Marie, and
The ladies and their guests E. Davis.
his sister, Miss Pritchett, he
brother's rites.
enjoyed an inspiring program 1 Elections were presided over
Mass for Dr. Pritchett, a leaves a son, Bernard R., Jr.,
under the direction of Mrs. by Frank Kilpatrick, Sr. presigraduate of Indiana University, Ypsilante, Mich.; a siste r,
Irene White, program chair- dent of the Bluff City Council
was; held at St. Bridget's Cath. Mrs. Spaulding Berry Montman, and Mrs. Irma llamado, of Civic Clubs.
olic Church where he was an clair, Iwo brothers, Eldridge
co-chairman.
. New officers are: president,
and Lorenz; and one grandson.
active member and usher.
Rev. F. T. Sanders led with , M. R. Davis; first vice-pres.,
Dr. Prithett suffered a fatal Mrs. Smith, a resident of
the invocation, followed by sen- J. A. Tools; second vice-presito•
while
driving
attack
heart
Detroit for the pas: 45 years,
tence resolution from members dent, Mrs. L. Price; secretary,
work, lie had practiced in Indi-I is survived by her husband,
a n d guests which centered Mrs. R. Williams; assistant secI Cloyd D., a retired postal emana ter the last 43 years.
• around a fresh beginning . . . retary, Mrs. M. Hall; treasurer,
His sister, Mrs. Katie Smith,i ploye.
hoping for a better and bright- J. Gooden; chaplain, Mrs. E.
er year than ever before.
Williamson; Sergeant at arms,
A solo, "How Great Thou H. Pride, and reporter, Mrs. M.
Art" was sung by Major Wright. Canida,
A series of party games were
The Stitch and Chat Sewing
played.
.Club met with its hostess for
Turkey and -all of the trim-!January. Mrs. ermine Jenkins.
mings" awaited those whose ap- .The president, Mrs. I.ula Joe
petites seemed set for the tasty Gibson presided during t he
dishes.
brief business session. Plans
Club members are Mesdames were discussed regarding the
Irma Yarned°, Leola Shelby, club's spring activities. Each .
Velma Williams, Ida Marlin,,!member took out membership
Della Sanders, Annie Blair, in the NAACP. The club voted
Lettie Porter, Beulah Sanifer,'out its annual contribution to '
Essie Dancy, Susie Stephens, the March of Dimes Fund.
Irene White, Loverta Rogers, Installation of officers will
and Addle Wright.
be held during the February
Guests were, Mrs. Mae meeting at the residence of
Wardsworth, Mrs. Corine Lucas, Miss Carrie Canada on LiveMiss Marsha Williams Miss well Circle. The hostess served ,
Vanessa Lucas, Mrs. Georgia a delicious repast following the '
session.
of 1964) and Kathy Graham, first alternate to Miss Co-Ette.
McNel, Mrs. Maggie Officer,'business
MISS CO-ETTE AND COURT. Miss Co.Ette of l9e5 Miss
,
•• •
(Withers Photo)
Mrs. Ozell Johnson, Mrs. J. M.
..
Shirley Peace is shown with her court left to right: Miss •
.
Aid
First
's•
'Grant (Miss Co-Etli
Hill, Mrs. Blanche McNeal, Person Avenue
Marilyn Moss, Jessice Johnson, Shelia
Mrs. Johnnie Wardsworth, Rev. Club No. 4 met at the home of
Person.
1907
Scott.
F. T. Sanders, and Wilson Shel- Mrs. Willie
by.
Ave. last week and elected ofAdMrs. Annie Blair, 1440 Driver ficers for 1965. They are:
presiwill be hostess on Thursday, visor, Charlie Walton;
viceJanuary 21, at which time the dent, Mrs. Willie Scott;
Cole,
election of officers will be held.;president, Mrs. Annie
Stewart;
President is Mrs. Irma Varna-!secretary, Mrs. Lovie
MISS RHOMANIA CROWNED; Miss Beryl Jeans. daughter
Willie
do; Mrs. Ida Martin, reporter. !assistant secretary, Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jeans 2646 Headrick was crowned
McGow•• •
jBoone; Mrs. Willie B.
"Miss Rhomania" during the recent event sponsored by
chaplain,
Sigma Ganuna Rho Sorority at Bruce hail Auditorium,
The Shelby Social club elect- an, treasurer and
LeMoyne College. Left to right, Miss Glenda Mitchell,
ed new officers at its Decem-'Mrs. Cora Rand.
was
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mitchell, who was last year's
Mrs. Dorothy Beckwich
ber meeting. A party climaxed
and.
sweetheart;
Miss Rhomania, presents the crown,to Miss Jeans. Sigma
the year's activities, held at the!chosen club
chair-'
is
Gamma Rho Sorority entertainea Miss Jeans and her court
residence of Miss Evelyn Har- Mrs. Pauline Harris
Coin'1
Entertainment
at the Sigma Sorority House. 805 Saxon Ave. last week.
bert, 1324 Latham. Secret pal man of the
will
Also present were their escorts. Each participant receiv•
mittee. The next meeting
gifts were exchanged.
at 8:00
ed a lovely gift. (Billy Duncan Photo)
; New officers are: Mrs. Rosie . he held, February 16
Mrs.
, Shaw, president; Miss Evelyn P.M. at the residence of
Harbert, vice-president; Mrs.:Willie Scott.
•• •
Florence Todd, secretary; Mrs.,
Show
The fifth Annual Hat
Vine Duncan, treasurer.
•••
sponsored by the Hanley Parwill be
The Unique Social club form- ent-Teacher Association
February 5,
Friday,
presented,
Riverview
the
as
erly known
Christian club, met at the home 7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
is Mrs.
of Mrs. Bessie Taylor, to elect General chairman
Co-chairmen
officers. They are Mrs. Bessie Arlette Wright.
Johnson and
Taylor. president; Mrs. Frankie are Mrs. Louise
Kimble, vice-president; Mrs. Mrs. Rosa Thomas.
various
Clara Collins, secretoary: Mrs. The chairmen of the
models, Mrs.
Idella Jefferson, assistant sec- committees are:
Miss Edna
retary; Mrs. Agnes Parson, Fannie West and
Mrs. Mary
treasurer; Mrs. Elizabeth Ap- Fisher; music,
Louise J.
plewhite, Mrs. Cora Bilbrew, Britt; publicity, Mrs. Dorothy
chaplain; and Mrs. Frankie Holman; prizes, Mrs.
Mrs. MyrKimble„. program committee,Bullock; decoration,
arrangetable
Crawford;
chairman. Reporter is Mrs.'tle
Graham;
IP:lizabeth Applewhite. The club' ment, Mrs. Peachola Coleman
will meet each second and hostess, Mrs. Thelma
Allen and
fourth Tuesday in the month. and Mrs. Maxine
Whitney.
•••
Senior Hostesses, Mrs.
presiMrs. Selena McCall° is
The La Juliett Social club
P.T.A. Mrs.
held its annual Christmas party;dent of the Hanley
is principal.
in a private dining room of the Beulah Williams
•• •
Passport Room. Gifts were
•
P.T.A.;
exchanged with secret pals. AIL Walker Avenue School
of the
Jewell Norment, Mrs. Bills,. Norment, Mrs. Gloria Young.
THE RUBAIYAT SOCIAL CLUB, a group of vivacious young
enjoyed a wonderfully prepared held its first meeting
January 14
Standing, left to right, Miss Ann Johnson, Miss Audrey
women, will sponsor their second annual benefit (lance, "A
menu of turkey and trimmings. year on Thursday.
Education-1 Night of Enchantment." at the Flamingo Room, Friday
Wright, and Mrs. Louvonia Deberry. Members not shown
Members had Visited the Jell' at 7:30 P.M. The
are Mrs. Clara Parker, Miss Peggy Cox. Mrs. Addle Hardhosts. A
January 29, at 10:00 P.M. until. Members are shown in the
Nursing Home on Christmas:study group served as
rick, and Miss Hazel Warren.
presented.
Green, Mrs. Loveree
Eve ald brought much joy and, unique program was committee: photo. Seated left to right: Miss Helen
Burford, Miss Doris Buchanan, Miss Matteis Taylor, Miss
sunshine to the patients there.' Mrs. G. Scruggs,
purthe
They passed out bags of fruit chairman presented
whicIrt
and candies to each patient pose of the program, withj
parents
feeling the glow of Christmas; was to acquaint
they'
among themselves as they did. Educational Aids which chiltheir
Members present were Mrs. might provide for
placed upSadie Claybon, Mrs. Mettle dren. Emphasis was
InstruShaw, Mrs. Mary Reeves, Mrs. on: (1) Records and
Taylor; (2)
Ocea Stewart, Mrs. Elvira ments, by Mrs. J.
Mrs. Members of the Rubaiyat So- as enjoying social activit
Franklin, Mrs. Elnora Harris, Working with colors, by
Classics, cial Club are enthusiastically They are': Miss Mattic Taylor,
Mrs. Samella Rose, Mrs. Sig- H. House; (3) The
- chairman of the Jefferson CounMerriweather; (4) planning and looking forward to president, Miss Helen Green,j MOUNT VERNO N, Ill.
rilla Moore, Mrs. Merilyn Har- Mrs. Z. C.
Ne- ty chapter of the National Asdozen
UPI)
—
(
two
Some
Rob1
A.
Miss
Miss
Encyclopedia,
Burford,
Loreree
rison, Mrs. Lola Smith, Mrs, the
their second annual "Night of Mrs.
groes marched in front of the sociation for the Advancement
Ilie Alexander, and Mrs. Hen- inson.
Enchantment," to be held Fri- Doris Buchanan, Miss Jewell
had
s
representative
room
Norment, Mrs. Clara Parker, east entrance to the Jefferson of Colored People (NAACP),
The
ietta Shores.
the
at
29,
1965
January
day,
preceding
Miss Peggy Cox, Mrs. Addie County
carrying was later released by associate
•This handsome serving cabinet from Drexel's new French
courthouse
, Guests included William Clay- their usual meetog
February Flamingo Room from 10:00 Hardrick, Miss Hazel Warren. placards and singing freedom circuit Judge Alvin Lacy Wil- —in the Country Manner group has a surprise feature when
bon, Thomas Franklin, Jethro the 7:30 meeting. The
until.
in.
P.
first
Mrs. Billye Norment, Miss Ann songs, protesting the arrest of lizms to the custody of her pardoors are opened! Cleverly built in and concealed is a reAlexander, Elmer Harrison, meeting will be held the
is the A benefit affair, the proceeds Johnson, Mrs. Gloria Young, a 16-year-old girl.
ents.
frigerator, making home entertaining a cinch. There is also
Birt Shores, Chester Moore, Thursday evening, which
plastic
At this from last year's event enabled Mrs. Louvonia Deberry, and
a locked compartment for bottle storage, and shelf
)as
juvenile
Mrs. Arbella Little, Mrs. Mary regular meeting day.
creatacting
with
Williams,
She was charged
be ob- them to provide a scholarship Miss Audrey Wright.
surface in marbelized design. The styling is true country
girl
to
the
told
Hicks, Mrs. D. W. Bailey, Mrs. time Founders Day will
officer,
and
a
obstructcourt
ing
disturbance
is for a worthy student, and preFrench. Lighted interior shows off gold decorative back
Minnie Deener and Mrs. Ardelia served. A special program
Tickets may be purchased .ing a police officer in the per- appear in court for a hearing
being planned for the occasion. pare Easter Activities for the train any of the members or by formance of his duties.
panel and galleried top shelf. Doors have chicken wire grille.
Johnson.
an
appoint
would
he
said
and
•••
Mrs. V. Fifer is president; Crippled Children, under the calling the president, Miss Tay- The girl, Betty Edwards, a attorney for her then if she had
Cabinet also comes without refrigerator and space can be
is principal. leadership of former president,
used for storage or to house a portable TV.
The New Chicago Civic club C. J. Patterson
,niece of Charles Edwards, a none by that time.
lor.
Z. C. Merri- Miss Peggy Cox.
held its monthly meeting Jan- Reporter is Mrs.
The club is comprised of fouruary 22 at Chicago Park School. weather.
teen young women who orgawith the idea of contributing to charitable causes as well

.
Rii1)aiyats 710 sP"sw.
'Night OfEnchantment

Downstaters Stage
Courthouse Protest

ar

Read Before Mixingized
In
Cleaning Products 3Va.Drown
Creek
Mixing chlorine bleach with other household
cleaning agentscan be dangerous. However, the National Safety Council points out that the hazards involved are sometimes exaggerated.
It is always wise not to mix household cleaning

products unless label directions —
indicate that it is safe to do so. treme circumstances migh reBecause of familiarity with suit in injury seems to justify
chlorine bleach as a launary warning consumers.
aid, many homemakers over- Never in i x chlorine bleach
look the caution statement on with householn amonia. Such a
the label.
mixture usually produces chlorThey know that the mixture mine fumes. Exposure to these
of chlorine bleach with la m- ;limes can be unpleasant, causdry detergents or soaps is not .ng watering of the eyes, irria health hazard.
tation of the nose and throat,
But some products used in and nausea.
acid
are
sufficiently
home
the
Like any other household
to cause the formation of chlor- chemical, chlorine bleach
inc gas. For example, most should be used only according
toilet bowl cleaners and some to directions.
rust removers contain strongly
acidic ingredients.
•
Under most circumstances Scribe
the chlorine fumes from a mix- HOLLYWOOD — (U P I) —
write
will
Ellison
Harlan
Akture of bleach and an acid Author
greener would net be danger- the screenplay or "The Oscar"
ous. But the possibility that ex- for producer Joseph E. Levine.

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — (UPI)
— Three children plunged
through thin melting ice on a
creek here and drowned. Police searched the creek for two
other children reported playing
with thy victims earlier.
".so of the dead children
were identified by their mother.
They were Anhony Raymond,
4, and his sister, Carolina, 7,
both of nearby Fairfax County. The third dead child was
tentatively identified as Barbs a Ellis, 9, a neighbor of the
Raymonds.
The children fell into Oiunting creek here when its ice
covering collapsed under their
weight.

Sports Spectacular
"CBS Sports Spectacular"
this season will cover sach
sports as track, skiing, acrobatics, hunting and auto, best
and motorcycle racing.

JANUARY CLEARANCE.
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Don't despa'r if your old furniture is showing its wt.
It will look like new again with our expert frame-tofabric custom upholstering. Prompt service, istedost
pric•s!
DON'T REPLACE YOUR OLD
SOFA RED! Will make it look
and feel (even sleep) as good
. and you'll
as new again .
save money, too!

995

TWO OR THREE CUSHION

SOFA
Select from a carload of . beautiful
upholstery materials, including NYLON
FRIEZE and NAUGAHYDE, In our office
+lye will gladly show
or rep
samples in your home. Our expert
craftsmen will strip each piece right
. make any redown to the frame
pair necessary, ritti• and newels each
piece.

'699

MOORMAN'S
UPHOLSTERY
1680 GETWELL

PLATFORM ROCKER
Our expert craftsmen can
modernize even long ontdated
pieces so that
they look factory
fresh and up-to.
the-minute.

'29"
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Congregationalists Hear
Reports At Annual Meet

1100110101111111101111111110111111111111111111101111111101!eorne us clans, III., for many
years passed Jan. 10, 1965 there
in the home of her son lsreal
Lions.
Mentelleili11111111111111111111111111111111110111111110111 The funeral was conducted
Fri-

Trenton News ,

The ninety-seventh Annual $15,235.90 was approved. Last Persons elected chairmen of
Meeting of Second Congrega- year the church contributed committees for one-year terms
were Mrs. Elma Mardis, youth
tional church was held last Fri- some $1,050 to missions.
Second Congregational church advisor; Mrs. Brandon, chrisday night in Love Hall, with a
l is a member of the United tian education; Mrs. Diana
short memorial prayer for the;Church of Christ with headquar- Hayes, missionary education;
late L. F. Branch, who died in ters in New -York City. The Frank Williams. stewardship
1964 given at the opening of !denomination includes more education; Mrs. Omega Shelto,
the meeting.
Ithan 6,000 churches with a membership; Mrs. Bobbie B.
Reports at the meeting show- membership of over two mil- Jones, music; Mrs. Aretta J.
ed that nine new members were lion members.
Polk Christian Social action;
added to the church roll in OFFICERS
and 'Emory K. Gordon, ushers.
1964, and that active member- Officers of the church, elect- PASTOR REPORTS
ship now stands at 151 person. I ed for terms ending in 1968, are The pastor, Rev. John Charles
Income for 1964 totaled $35,- Milton k. J. i3arber, church Mickle, who presided at the An646.06, with expenses amounting clerk; Mrs. Lillian Crowder, nual Meeting, reported that in
to $15,006.81. A 1965 budget of assistant church clerk: Fred addition to his local church
Hutchins, treasurer; Edwin C. duties '.e served as personnel
Jones, financial clerk; and counselor of Lehloyne college, a
members of the Board of Trus- member of the executive budtees: Milton A. J. Barber, Dr. get and publication committee!
Alvin K. Smith, Fred Hutchins of the United Church of Christ;
and Mrs. Althea Price.
moderator of the Tennessee AsElected to the Board of Dea- sociation of the United Church
cons were Mrs. Abe Stinnett, of Christ and president of the
Eugene C. Moore, Silas Wash- Memphis-Shelby County InterJudge Kenneth A. Turner will ington, William Mardis and denominational Ministers Alliance.
give the principal address at Mrs. Gladys Sharp.
Metropolitan Baptist Church, Electedor one-year terms A refreshment hour and felwere
Helen
Mrs.
Prater, assis- lowship period followed the an767 Walker, next Sunday in a
program starting at 3:30, and tant superintendent of the Sun- nual meeting with Mrs. Annie
School;
day
F.
Lonnie
scoe
climaxing a month of men's acJennings, Mrs. Mildred
and Mrs. Emma Jean Stotts, Lee
tivities.
Williams
and Mrs. Alma Holt
co-chairmen
of
Christian
Our
Juvenile Judge Turner was
In charge.
sl
e ectd
e for the speake r, ac- Enlistment.
Secretary General U. Thant, General Aseording to a spokesman of the
sembly President Alex Quaison-Sackey and
church, "because of the human•
C. V. Narasimhan, Under Secretary of
itarian and unselfish service
United Nations, stand for a moment of sihe has rendered his native
—,signer,
runs a boutique in MonLONDON — (ANPI)
city."
A former policeman and cap- According to reliable sourc- tego Bay. Under the name of
Tessa Prendergast, she came,
tam on the Juvenile Squad bees Jamaican - born Tessa.to
fore he was elected judge of
England in 1950 to break inWelborn,
former
act35,
a
Juvenile Court in 1063, Judge
to films. After two years she
calypso
won
singer,
and
a part as a Fijian dancer
Turner has been credited with reSs
the drastic improvements made has become secretly engaged in "His Majesty O'Keefe." Dress designer Jacques Tif-1
lea- dislikes the custom some,
there since he took office in to Garech Browne, 25, heir to starring Burt
Lancaster. I
the Guiness fortune.
January, 1964.
1959 she returned to Jamaican designers have of lending fin.
The public is invited to The tentative date for the and
cry to well-known society vvoopened her shop.
wedding is January 19. It will
hear Judge Turner.
men for big charity halls or
Rev. S. A. Owen is pastor of be held at a church in Dublin. Garech is Lord Oranmore's
son by his second marriage to premiers. As far as he is con• • •
the church and Luther T. Arti-.
son chairman of publicity.
cerned, Tiffeau says, "If they
Miss Welborn, a dress de- the former Oonagh Guiness.
Miss Welborn has an eight- can't
afford to go in their own
lyear old daughter by a previ- clothes,
let them stay home."
(Whaley-Eaton Feature)
marriage

Judge Turner
Will Speak At
Metropolitan

Jamaican Singer To Marry Heir

The Rosenwald High Schoollday Jan. 14th, 2:00 p. m. MarPTA met Jan. 19th in the high I tin Tabernacle CME church.
school auditorium. The meeting Rev. Bradley of Cairo, Ill..
was opened with a program delivered the eulogy using foil.,
conducted by the fourth, fifth, his subject "The Master HaW
and sixth grade classes with re- Come and Come for Me."
ference to national youth week
Mrs. Young was a sister oi
Mrs. Nolan brought to us the
Mrs. Julia Evans, Mrs. Mary
purpose of national youth week,
The issues discussed by the Marsh served as mistress of
ceremonies.
PTA (1) classes for adults, esMrs. Georgia Moore of At
tablishing a kindergarten school
wood is in Madison General
32 persons registered for adult
class 16 persons registered for Hospital for treatment. She is
kindergarten. a film was shown the aunt of Miss Mary Pitts of
on birth defects fight birth de- Trenton.
Dick Harper is confined to his
fect mothers march official volhome on the account of illness.
unteer march of Dimes.
He is the brother of Mrs. ParMrs. Odel/a Moore is presilee Johnson.
dent of the PTA and L. H.
Mrs. Martha Reid is still con
Chrisp principal of the school.
fined to the bed.
Mrs. Lydia Johnson of St.
Louis, Mo., is visiting in the
;city with her sister, Mrs. NanTry baking you:- meat loves
nie Marsh and family and
in muffin pans. They bake
friends.
Mrs. Laura Mai Russell's quicker am' look better. (Whasister's husband and mother ley-Eaton Feature)
gave he a surprise birthday
party at the American Legion
club.
Usher board, DOCC0.10•11.
Out-of-town guests were Mr.
Moth., of Church,
and Mrs. Ed Henry Campbell t.,/
Nunes, Missionary,
Humboldt and Mr. and Mrs.
Prayer land
Thelma Thomas of Milan,
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
fourteen couples of the city were
Poplin, $1.1sis 3 to 32
long, Short and /
3
4 Slogans
present. She was presented
many useful gifts, the major
one a reclining chair, a delicious menu was served.
Lowest Prices Avallablo
WIITE POI ME (AMOS #7
Little Treva S. Washington
had her fifth birthday Jan. 18, SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 If St., HE
Mrs. Kattie Young, native of
55 Whitehall St., LW.
Gibson County who made her Washin soe 2,12C. Atlanta 3,Semple

lessee to the memory of Sir Winston
Churchill, Britain's greatest statesman who
died Sunday morning.
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Ushers To Hold Rally —
At Early Grove Church
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Talks

Delegates from number of lo- Uggins of Mt. Nebo.
cal churches will he present Following the educational rah
for the City Ushers' Association ly, a selection will be sung by
program to be given at Early the choir of Gospel Temple
Grove Baptist church at 557- Baptist church, and Rev. EuLester St. on Sunday, Jan 31, gene Waller, pastor of Cumat 3 p. m.
mings St. Baptist church, will
Following a 15 minute song introduce Rev. Neasbie Alston,
services a devotional service pastor of Gospel Temple Bapwill be given by Mrs. Odell tist, who —ill give the sermon.
Minutes of Progressive Baptist R. A. Washington is general
church. Mrs. Willie M. Vance supervisor of the rally, and
will introduce the mistress of Charlie Walton president of the
ceremonies.
City Ushers' association.
The theme of the program
Mrs. Lillian Leon, a member
will be - Better Church Usher- of Greater Mt. Zion Baptist
ing and Christian Education." church, will be the mistress of
Mrs. Nellie P. Smith of Mt. ceremonies. Mrs. Ablene GarVernon Baptist church will dis-:ner is chairman of the Program
cuss the topic. Accepting the.Committee.
welcome from a member of Rev. Lee A. Mullen will be
Early Grove will be Mrs. Hattie host pastor for the
meeting.
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessork
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAII.OkS

BHS
INC.

248 Vanes Ave.

JA 7-9

Memphis, Tenets's'
Company Atoka, What You As* For An'
Creates What You Think Of"

Plus.....3100
PLEASED TO SERVE LOCAL
PEOPLE
• Single and multi-strand necklaces
• Selection includes pendants
• In Spring's favorite fashion colors
Choose from a mine-full of ash.
ion jokes. Circle your neck with
glamour ... add sparkle to new
Spring wardrobes. Hurry in for

first choicel

HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
151 MADISON
5251611

161 SO MAIN
521 8581

Redeem each coupon in your Big Star mailer for savings on lovely Blue Floral Dinnerware and 3/00
Extra QU AUTY STAMPS! BE SURF AND REDEEM
THE 1st Week coupon for your FREE BLUE FLORAL
LOAF PAN OVENWARE (with coupon Se $5 additional
purchase)
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'MI College Will Observe
Founder's Day On Friday

LeMoyne Alumni Sun. A M & N Lions Beat
Planned For Feb. 14 Philander Smith

Founders Day will lie observ • NI ississippi Industrial college
ed on Friday, Jan. 26. at Mis- and Bethune-Cookman college
EMANCIPATION OBSERVANCE
sissippi Industrial college, and at Daytona Beach, Fla. At pres- j Highlight of Le5loyne's an- iSunda,) includes Elmer Header- PINE BLUFF, Ark. — The ito squeak out a 64-51 victory
The Gillespie Kindergarten board of directors held an the guest speaker will be Dr. ent he is engaged in a special
Bennual Alumni Sunday on Feb. 14 I son and Mrs. Lee EleanorAlyne'Arkansas
AM&N Golden Lions much to the dismay of the home
Emancipation Day observance at the Morning Star Baptist James Travis Coleman, chair- research project on a grant
Iv ill be a panel discussion fee- ,son, co-chairmen: Miss
ran up against slow-down tac- crowd that didn't seem to bechurch. Rev. J. H. Mathis is minister.
f from the National Science Foun- liiring four of the college's Sykes, Mrs. Charles P. Ronald
'
d•v• •
man of
lieve what happened. The Lions
ht
h fah
f
Devotion was led by Rev. C. M. Meadows, associate min- Southern University at Baton a ion.
prominent graduates. The event Mrs !Mildred Cran ford and while coasting to their fifteenh opened up the contest by runister of the Church of the Liviug God. Mrs. Shirley Poston, in- Rouge. La.
Dr. Coleman, who is married ieill get underway at 5 p. m. in Roscoe McWilliams.
and sixteenh straight victories ning up a quick 8-2 lead as
structor of the school gave the greetings with a welcome from
A graduate of Mississippi In- to a teacher and is the father the Commons.
! The co-chairmen said a spec- without a defeat, beating Phil- Harold Allen tossed in six points
one of the students.
dustrial college, Dr. Coleman of a daughter, will address the Schieduled to appear as pan- ial effort is being made to en-' ander Smith College 81-55 and following ftogek 'Allen's openf the
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas gave the highlights of the kinder- also holds advanced degrees
C
W•
elists are Dr. Juanita William- l eourage all LeMoyne alumni to 64-51 last Friday and Saturday ing basket. Philander then went
garten, and Elder E. M. Ware, pastor of the Faith Temple from Atlanta and Brown uni-, Fourth Episcopal District of
into the stall, and as the half
son, professor of English at Le.I attend this annual event.
nights.
message.
Christ.
the
delivered
Church of God in
the Methodist Episcopal church,1
versities.
first encounter Phil- ended Philander led 31-25. Lion
Peace,
local
Moyne;
Samuel
the
In
the
The music for the occasion was presented by choirs of
' Carne- which will be in session at
•
progamThe
realtor; Carl Johnson, research
ander slowed the game in an center Vie Bender opened the
the city. Rev. Louis T. Purham was Master of ceremonies. gie auditorium will commemoat St. Jude, . and Dr.
attempt to accomplish what half with a lay-up and the
Mr. William Baskerville, chairman of the board. A very lib- rate the birthday of Bishop E- Mrs. W. M. Frazier is !west- chemist
Vasco A. Smith. Memphis denthree of the last Lions' oppo- Lions didn't stop until they had
Alumni
college
eral donation was given to aid the school.
MI
the
lias Cottrell, founlier of the col- dent of
tist.
nents had done and kept them I a 37-31 lead.
The Gloxinia Art and Garden club held the January meeting ic e
Association, Mrs. E. L. Bowers,
under their 107 points per game Philandee didn't score a field
Joseph W. Westbrook, superDaL.
in the home of Mrs. Olga Vern Baskerville with Mrs. Annie
L.
Miss
and
secretary,
head
Dr. Coleman has been
average. It worked and reduced goal during the first 10 minutes
visor of secondary education for
Bryson as co-hostess. A very beautiful devotion was conducted of the science departments of s-is, treasurer.
.A&M's scoring average. for the of the second half. The Lions,
the City Board of Education,
by the vice president Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, with emphasis on
went on to score their sixteenth
fourth gaine in a row.
will be the moderator.
"Love," supported by the 13th chapter of 1st Corinthians. Susi•
The Lions were never seri• consecutive victory against no
The panelists will discuss "Leness of program planning to include flower arrangements, seously threatened by Philander defeats. The Lione 'were averMoyne Graduates Enter Many
lection of sunshine friends, donation to the kindergarten and
as Harold Allen scored 18 points agine 110 points per game beProfessions."
payment of prizes for the Annual Christmas Lighting contest
in the first 15 minutes of play. fore thee played Prairie View,
The LeMoyne college choir,
rounded up. the meeting after which the hostesses served a
With the score at 41-33 at the Texas, Texas Southern, Wiley
under direction of John Whit.
•
•
very delicious menu.
half, the freshmen were sent College and Philander Smith.
render
several
will
taker,
FUNERALS HELD
into the stall, and as the half They reached 100 points only
ions.
to
Pa.
U. N. Garrett made a hurried trip to McKeesport,
with four minutes remaining in against Texas Southern. AM&N
A committee in charge of
the funeral of his foster father, Mr. Joseph Ferrell.
Is now down te a 102.5 points
the game.
/stimuli
presenting.
J.
and
WESTBROOK
planning
on
is
Garrett
Mr.
them.
There were very close ties between
per game still among the best
ROUGH FOR A HALF
Washington, (UPI)—George Wilson, former head
the faculty at Stigall.
, Robert Allen led the I.ions on In the nation's small colleges.
RedWashington
the
joined
Lions,
Detrot
the
of
coach
Borne
for
list
sick
the
on
been
has
who
Triggs,
Mrs. Saarh
ts Philander Smith is 12 and 7 for
a4g ii:tin22
armaeldczireth wtoitshsi2
thlo
time passed quietly while sitting in a chair. Her mother and skins as chief strategist for the Redskins' offense.
the season.
with Harold
husband were at her side, but had no time to even get her in Wilson. a player and coach in
Sam Hinkle was high for the Philander, a conqueror rt
bed.
visitors.with 15.
He recalled that he wanted
the National Football League
Dillard in overtime, will match
The funeral was held at the Lane Chapel C.M.E. church
In Little Rock Philander
for zit years, signed a one-year the Chicago Bears to trade him
baskets with LeMoyne here at
where she had served so long in various places, with an overforced Arkansas to come from
to Waahington in 1943 but that
whelming crowd there to pay their respects to one so kind and contract for what amounted to
down in Bruce Hall next Wednesday
before
going
behind
are
Magicians
S
Columbia,
LeMoyne's
Allen
on
from
C.
reHalts
Geqrge
coach
have
Bear
useful. Rev. L. T. Perham, minister of the church, gave the the same salary he would
back in town this week and will Feb. 8 and Bethune-Cookman defeat. The I,ions did manage night.
received if he had remained fused to make the deal.
eulogy and the joint choirs provided the music.
against Alabama A & M from Daytona Beach an Feb.
go
recenthimself
who
McPeak,
Ile
Lions
the
%%ith
She was the wife of 0. C. Triggs and the daughter of Mrs.
aereement with the ly won a new two-year con- on Saturday night Jan. 30 at 16.
Artificial Flower Shop
Adeline Noble who though ill herself Was at her bedside all reached
Redskins after a weekend of tr7let, said he was "tremen- 8 o'clock on the Bruce Hall There are four more road tilt,
2t!,-9441
405 Beale Sr.
during the last months of her illness. A sister, Mrs. Marie conferences in Miami with Idously pleased that a man of floor,
for the Magicians. They must
;
ONE OF THE
Eisom, with her husband motored from Cleveland to attend Washington coach Bill McPeak his (Wilson's) caliber has
OLDEST
Thi.; will be a get-even con- go to Birrninghni to meet
the funeral. A cousin, Mrs. Eva Hawkins, came from Detroit.
FLORIST'S
acting club president C. joined our staff." Bill added test for the LcAloynites since Miles on Feb. 6. invade Little
The funeral of the late Mrs. Alberta (Birdie) Pearson was :ale!
IN
h
that Wilson wo.." -e
Philanto
13
tackle
used they dropped a close one. 78-76, Rock Feb.
All Churches
MEM PH IS
solemnized at the Holsey Chapel C.M.E. church in Gadsden, Leo Deorsey.
"strictly in the offensive phase to A & Id at Normal. Ala, 00 der Smith, travel to Nashvilli,
with
Boykins,
Flowers
T.
,
.
I.
nomo.
Under an NFL rule, Wilson of
Tenn. The eulogy was delivered by Rev.
Clubs
Dec. II.
FOI A I I
on Feb. 19 to try Fisk again
7
special music by the choir, and solos by Mr. A. P. Nunn and yill receive an undisclosed
This would put the ex-Detroit Three more home games will
Occasions
arrangeof
charge
in
Home
Birthday Parties
Mrs. Ola Mathis. Mims Funeral
suns from Redskins — believed mentor in over-all charge of follow, se ith Coach Jerry John- and motor up to Jackson on
• Funerals • Weddings
ments.
• PottedPlonts•Cut Flowers
to be about $22,00t1 — with 1/e- Washin—on's present offensive son's LeMoyne charge's takingFeb. 20 far another meeting
Weddings
She leaves her husband, M r. James 1 Pearson. Sr three
$15.- planners, line coach Abe Gib-I on Philander Smith on Feb 3. with Lane.
additional
an
paying
troit
of
Pearson
Samuel
and
Humboldt,
of
Ephraim
AA sons. Las, and
Anniversaries
VP-les-eland; three daughters, Mae Mathis of Ilumboldt; Jewel.500. Wilson had one more year run am' backfield coach Ted
grand
team
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directors
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Detroit,
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contract.
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Detroit
go
,Marchibroda.
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Cleveland
of
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Banquets, Etc.
NFL requires that aitic offense that kept the tribe
and
ing staffs.
children and three great-grand children.
Attending besides her immediate family was, Willie, John, team paying a coach under aril from serious title contention
Mail In Your News
The talks will center on the
Robert and Pat Horton, Rachel Motley, Mr. R. C. and Mrs. existing contract make sin the last season.
first-year draft •-ide which
Stories To Tho
John Watson. Mrs. Helen Chapman and two daughters, Mr. difference if he signs with a
that
emphasi;ed
McPeak
takes effect May 1. The four
Robert Gammons all of Cleveland. Mrs. Celtic Wike and Gladys
amount.
lesser
his
a
for
team
Wils-u was an addition to
general managers agreed they
Brooks from St. Louis; from Detroit, Mr. Hebert Glenn, MesLions staff, not a replacement f!!
,
dames Vashtie Guyton and Rosie Lee Cole, Susie Wylie and' Wil:on, who quit the
could obtain more information
215 E. McLEMORE
1 111 — !LT" —
Jewel Pearson. Mesdames Georgia McClinton and Anna John- after team tires)'-nt William 1 of his current assistants . 11 I I ''itt "
players with a combined
General managers from four about
i
or
.
948-8161
son from Jackson, Mich. From Gary, Ind., Mrs. May Love Clay Ford fired all five of his
end
Wilson was a crack
meet here,scouting effort of high scheols,
Horton and her two sons. From Indianapolis, Ind., was Mrs. :.s:ts, said he was "very the Chicago Bears from the I major league dubs
Legion
American
and
colleges
Myrtle
Alberta Horton Fry. From Topeka, Kans., was Mrs.
NEW AND USED
236 South Wellington
happy to be with the Red - time he joined the NFL in 1937 to lay the groundwork for a , eligibles.
Lawarce, Mrs. Mary Edsa Pearson Wayne and her children.
it. his retirement as an active, two-day session of a co-opera,
skin, •
Mr.
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Post Office Box 311
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We will he happy to
Mrs. Alberta Jamison of Dyer is
in the famous 73-0
Joe L. Brown of the Pitts- 1 include prospects outside the
in Trenton, Tenn. She is reported much better at this writing.
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better at this writing.
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The
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concert at LeMoyne on
BEST DEFENSIVE
to the already nice sum the Federated clubs have sent in.
night of Feb. 22, has emerged
Mrs. Alzata Holt of Indianapolis, sister of the late Mrs. as one of the outstanding new BACK IN AFL
in I
41kinifred Rodgers, has been here since her funeral, but is balladeers and fob: singers on
HOUSTON, Texas —
leaving for home this week.
,the concert scene in the space.cornerback Willie Brown was
voted the top defensive player
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Booth attended the funeral of Mr. of a few short seasons.
Nolan Booth's wife, Irene, in Chicago. Roseo Booth came
United States in the American Football
the
of
tours
His
from the funeral to Humboldt to pay a short visit to his father, have won his enthusiastic ad League All-Star game Saturday, it was a thrilling and
Mr. Elmer Booth.
. mirers throughout the country
'deeply moving moment for the
and his magnificent baritone ex-Grambling star.
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The Plough Agency has a big,appearances, notably a series,agonizie4 moment of his foot
business writing fire insurancelof visits with Ed Sullivan and hall career when he was cut
d thfeuyrnishhainre. on the "Hootenanny" program,:he the Houston Oilers.
homest
have further augmented his fol-1 Brown left Houston to join
that
the Denver Broncs in a
heen in business 35 years', they lowing.
Hard to get automobile in are well equipped to serve all
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'will be accompanied by of semi-shock. "It was panfui
the fine yating guitarist, Stuartiand disheartening," he recalls
surance, at last is easy. The needs in the insurance line.
with a shrw of emotion.
Scharf.
Sam Plough Insurance Agency
at 109 Monroe, whose company Ran In Her Stockings
has in the past years written
all the colored taxicabs in Julie Newmar of "My Living
Memphis, now have a com- Doll" made her debut on BroadFROM
pany, that is serving the pub- way in Cole Porter's "Silk
lic in all lines of insurance par- Stockings;" later she Pla3te.4
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George Wilson Joins
'Skins Coaching Staff

Magicians Seeks Revenge
Against Alabama A & NI

NOTICE!

Start Two-Day
Co-Op Major
Draft Session

MID SOUTH
FURNITURE
STORE

Tri-State
Defender

Balladeer i .ington
Sing In Bruce
With Guitarist

HOBBY SCHOOL
A CORTEZ OF
SELECTIONS OF CREATIVE
ARTS ARE READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE ENROLLMENT

Auto Insurance
h (ash.
Plan By Ploug
Easy To Obtain on

A.1 USED CARS
HULL'DOBBS

O.K. USED CARS
OVER 200 IN STOCK

1964 CHEVELLE
, ne
1962 FORD
1962 CHEV.2 on
1962 CHEV.
•1963 CHEV.
,
1953 FORD
1961 CHEV.

$1295

B Cyl .P G,RH

B Dr

One Owner

Autom

R .H.

R.N., 16,000 Miles

Monza,

Impala 4 Dr.. 6 Cyl., R.N., P

Belau 4 Dr.. 6 Cyl

$1295
s1495
s1395
$1695
s395

Stra Drive "Economy" Yes

Dr

Good Second Car

$1095

6 Pas.s. Wagon, 6 Cyl.. R.H., P.G.

DOWN
NO MONEY
QUALIFY
IF YOU
EASY TERMS

HOEHN CHEV.
323-6594

•

2981 SUMMER AVENUE

1962
1963
1958
1960
1955
1959
1963
1960
1964
1957

MERCURY 2 Or., Hr., R.14.'
Autom., P.S.B.
FALCON 4 Dr., V•8, R.H., Air
Cond. Still in Warranty
FORD 4 Dr., Station Wagon
V-8, R.H., Autom P.S
FORD R.H.
Autom
OLDS. 4 Dr., Avian,.
Power Steering
FORD Coca's.
R.H., Autorn
FORD Fairlane 500 Wagon
R.H., Autom., V.8
FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped
FORD Conv't, R.H., Autom.,
P.S., Solid Red, Block Top
FORD V-8, Retractable
R.H., Autom

$1495
$1495
$495
$695
$495
$695
$1795
$895
$2495
$495

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE 1A 6-8811
OPEN NITES

LEATHER CRAFT
KNITTING
RUG MAKING
& MODELING

THESE ARE HOBBIES-NOT ONLY FOR THE IDLE
MOMENTS OF LIFE BUT MONEY MAKING
CREATIVE IDEAS-EVERYONE WOULD BE
INTERESTED IN
CALL US TODAY FOR INQUIRY
525-2904

'Don't You Worry—I'm Going to Get You Lodging
Here Under This Roof!'
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Racism In Britain

Until the advent of the new
Labor Party to power, racism
as an issue of public policy had
never before protruded itself
into the realm of British politics. The situation has changed
drastically with the steady flow
of West Indians pouring into
British industrial centers looking for work and shelter, and
competing with the native population along economic and social lines.
The Labor Government's first
test at the polls since its victory
last October was marked by injection of the racial question
into the campaign.
The Foreign Secretary, Patrick Gordon Walker, is running
for a parliamentary seat in Leyton, a working-class suburb in
East London. A by-election was.
arranged for him because he
was defeated in Smethwick last
fall in a campaign marked by
the Conservative Party's attacks on colored immigration.
A former minister in the
Conservative Government, lain
Macleod, opened the Tory campaign in Leyton with a speech
disowning race as an issue but
at the same time dealing with
it at length.
"I see no reason why racial
issues should play a major part
in this by-election," Mr. Macleod said. He then went on to
discuss the Conservatives' passage of a 1962 law that for the

first time restricted immigration from the Commonwealth,
affecting mostly Pakistanis and
West Indians.
"At every stage we were opposed by the Socialists" in 1962,
Mr. Macleod said.
"No one was more vehement
than Mr. Gordon Walker in insisting that everyone who
sought entry should be admitted. If we had not controlled the
situation, and immigration had
continued unchecked. another
300.000 immigrants at least
would now be here with their
families."
It was generally admitted,
however, that the immigrant
population far from depressing
the economy, helped it. While
the view is gaining prevalence
that the immigrant should be
treated on the basis of equality
with the rest of the population,
there is a hard core of dissenters who would like to prevent
any extension of privilege and
rights to the immigrant from
the West Indies in particular.
This opposition is more vocal
in political circles than elsewhere in the British industrial
complex. No one doubts, however, that the day may not be
far off when a black man may
represent his constituency in
the British Parliament. There is
no law against it; only votes are
needed to achieve this spectacular result.

Political Solution
Breaking his silence since he
was shoved aside last July, former Congolese Premier Cyrille
Adoula has calls 1 for the elimination of his successor, Moise
shombe, from t h e country's
political life and for direct negotiations with the rebels.
Adoula believes, as do msny
clear-visioned observers on the
African scene, that the only solution to the Congo crisis is a
political one.
A political settlement of the
issues that have torn the country asunder will have for initial requirement the removal of
Mr. Tshombe from the central
government at Leopoldville.
This is a necessary pre-condition, because Tshombe is the
proverbial bete noire in the tangled affairs of the four- ear-old
African Republic.
When in 1960 he took Katanga, the richest province in all
the Congo, out of the constitutional jurisdiction of the central
government, he set off a train
of tragic events and international complications which have
darkened and compromised the
former Belgian colony's future
to this day.
His act of secession in the

course of which Tshombe appointed himself President-Premier of Katanga, was preceded
by his indubitable involvement
in the assassinathin of Patrice
Lumumba, the Congo's first
Premier and its most ardent
patriot and nationalist.
The natives have not forgotten Lumumba, nor have they
forgotten Tshombe's role in the
'shameful liquidation of the
brightest and most devoted
leader in modern African history.
The present revolt is groundPd in the assumption that the
Leopoldville government, o f
which Mr. Tshombe is Premier,
is not a representative government of the Congolese people.
The rebels look upon it as a puppet regime controlled by absentee foreign powers whose interest in the future and welfare
of the country is questionable.
And they regard Mr. Tshombe
as a willing tool of the ex-colonial masters who have not given up hope of repossessing
Africa.
These are the considerations
that have led to the conclusion
that a military solution to the
Congo crisis is as unrealistic as
it is improbable.

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOI,DtN

Now About States Righ ts
Reapportionment may be a
totally unexpected boon to each
of the 50 states of our Union.
Reapportionment may very
well result in political power
drifting back from Washington
to the individual state capitals.
The state legislatures are
based on the idea that history
has gone up in a straight line.
The Founding Fathers had no
idea that the agricultural society would become an industrial
society, that the rural and farm
civilization would become an urban and suburban civilization,
with a million new challenges
and a million problems to solve,
problems for which there is no
precedent.
The state legislatures have
been helpless in meeting these
challenges. During the great
crisis of the early 1930's most
of the state legislatures were
honest enough to cry for help.
Governor Alf Landon of Kansas became the Republican
nominee for President in 1936.
He had balanced the budget.
But in 1934 and 1935 the federal government had prevented
foreclosures on 3,100 Kansas
farms. The federal government
had stepped in. It was as simple
as that. It was not a scheme to
usurp the power of the states.
It was an emergency, an emergency to save the economy and
the self-respect of America.
Now there is a good chance
for the political power to flow
back to the separate states
through their legislatures and
through reapportionment.
You take my state of North
Carolina It has a vast coastline
along the Atlantic Ocean and in
the west we have the more
beautiful section of the Great
Smokies. North Carolina has
more mineral deposits than
most of the states in the Union,
but we have only scratched the
surface of our possibilities.
The climate in the Piedmont
is probably the best in the United States and my readers know
that I am no chamber of commerce writer. The felspar goes
up North at a few dollars per
ton and the Northern potteries
send it back in the form of cups
and saucers at a few thousand
dollar's a ton. The wealth potential is enormous. Every newcomer to North Carolina today

flies into the state with the
ghost of a Conestoga wagon—a
pioneer.
But the state (and every
other state in the South), is
controlled by a legislative process created in the year 1789.
It meets every two years. The
city council of each city meets
every week and .when they miss
a single meeting they are considered to have been derelict in
their duty. You cannot say that
a state legislature meeting once
every two years thus has onefortieth the amount of business
to transact as any one of its
cities.
It is interesting that it is precisely the states rights boys
who are fighting hardest
against reapportionment. Thus
we have a right to conclude that
they have never really been sincere about states rights; that
all states rights has meant to
them is keeping the Negro in
back of the bus, and out of the
schools, parks, swimming pools,
movies, and restaurants.
What they have meant by
states rights all along, is the
right of the rural counties to
continue their control over the
lives and destiny of the urbanindustrial complex of the more
densely populated cities, as well
as set the pattern for the attitudes and the habits of the
entire state.
Yet all the cities are literally
bursting at the seams, cities
that were once 22 miles apart
are now
e d together by
buildings, homes, service stations, factories and warehouses.
The boys from the rural
areas would like to hold that
power, and so they fight reapportionment. If they were sincere about states rights they
would be the champions of reapportionment because, it would
reverse the flow of power. In
the early 1930's political, economic, and social power flowed
from the enfeebled state legislatures to Washington.
This power would now be reversed and flow back to the
state capitol building in each of
our 50 states. The struggle for
reapportionment will test the
sincerity of the states rights
boYs once and for all. Reapportionment, in fact, is a synonym
for states rights.

The first, the news we heard
from New Orleans was exciting.
The A-m erican Football
League's All-Star classics, to be
played in the Sugar Bowl, was
to be devoid of any type of discrimination. Twenty-two Negro
stars would participate and
they would be treated like human beings and athletes.
The ecstatic press releases
poured forth and the newspapers heralded the coming of democracy to the game in New
Orleans.
It sounded too good to be real.
And it was.
Before you could bat an eyelash, a g 1 a_r i n g spotlight of
truth was beamed to the world.
The Negro stars were housed
in a fine hotel. Seemingly, the
red carpet had been rolled out.
But on the streets, they
found the same old story.
Names being called. Taxicabs
refusing to give them service.
Night clubs finding it impossible to accept them as guests.
So the Negro football stars
simply agreed to pack up their
bags and leave. They made an
announcement that they had
had it and would not submit to
the discriminatory and insulting conditions.
I can hear some of my liberal
friends now. They are murmuring that the Negro stars should
have played along. They are arguing that progress had been
made; that the whole thing cannot be done overnight; that Negroes should exhibit a little
"patience."
These are the arguments we
have been hearing for years.
Personally, I think the Negro
stars deserve a great deal of
credit. They are unwilling, as
the Negro people are unwilling,
to accept half a loaf. We have

been through centuries of that
kind of thing. It is easy for
others to counsel patience when
they have never known the
daily experiences one faces,
being a Negro not only in New
Orleans, but right here in New
York.
Every dark skinned Ne\N
Yorker who has flagged down a
taxi, seen it slow down, speed
up when the driver ascertained
that it was a Negro waiting,
then watched the same cab, a
few hundred yards distant, pick
up a white person, can affiliate
with the kind of trauma these
Negro players must have goat'
through.
I think also that a lot of credit must go to Football Commissioner Joe Foss who, without
equivocation, announced f rom
Chicago that the game would
not be played in New Orleans
and that arrangements were
being made to transfer it to another city.
Interviewed on a network
show, Cooky Gilchrist stated
simply that: "I may live in Canada, but I am part of the American way of life."
The wail of Louisiana Gov.
John McKeithen that the Negro
players had been unfair in view
of their having been provided
with "the finest accommodations," is what is to be expected
of southern otticials. 1 h e y
want to have the cake of segregation and eat the fine meal of
profits too.
But this they can no longer
do. They can keep their cake of
segregation if they like, but the
Negro is turning down half a
loaf. The half loaf of partial
acceptance is not better than
going on an empty stomach for
a while to nurture one's human
dignity.
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WASHINGTON
— MARCH OF EVENTS
By HENRY CATHCART
Central Press Washington Writer

LBJ's Speech A Surprise
WASHINGTON—Until President Johnson delivered his State
of the Union message to Congress, the word was being
passed around Washington that
he was going to be a "cautious"
President, with a moderate well
paced program.
The inspiration for that description of his administration
came from no less a source than
President Johnson, himself. But
at the conclusion of his 'extraordinary evening report to a joint
session of Congress. a lot of
people believed they h ad been
taken in.
That belief was not confined
to the Washington press corps
that had bought the idea hook,
line and sinker. It permeated
through the ranks of moderate
Democrats. the Southern bloc,
and a goodly number of Republicans as well, who had been
lulled into a false sense of trust
by the newsmen's writings and
verbal comments.
Johnson's message had something for everyone. He methodically touched all the bases, held
forth new programs, extensions
of old ones, promised adherence

Sir V
early
men
year.

to U. S. pledges in foreign affairs and vowed to do it all
while exerting the utmost economy in federal spending.
It was a masterful political
document, and, incidentally, one
of LBJ's better-delivered orations. When, near the end, he
reflected on the duties and responsibilities of the presidency
he touched a high-point in his
30-odd years in politics.
What remains now is to determine by his actions what
portions of that ultra-large legislative order Johnson want
and what parts were thrown in
as bargaining points.
There is little doubt that
Johnson will embark on an allout drive for his education program, medical care for the
aged, and a sizeable cut in excise taxes.
At the same time, there isn't
much doubt that he'll do precious little to remove the TaftHartley law provision permitting state "right to work" laws,
and that his vision of a superspeed rail link between Boston
and Washington will develop
little more than a vision.
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Defender's Nationa News
DEFENDER
churches in Tennessee and was ner.
widely known and highly re- Mrs. Corlteen Tucker of
spected by all who knew him. Fayetteville was a guest in the
home of Evangelist Mattie and
lie was a member of First Genipher Watkins. Also guests
Baptist Church.
were Mrs. 8W Merrwether her
Survivors include two daugh- mother, and Mr. and Mrs.
ers. Mrs. Triggs and Mrs. L. Jonnie Merrwether, her brother
K. Johnson, both of Jackson; and sister-in-law.
wo sisters. Mrs. Hessie Berry Willie Drinkard attended the
James Morrison, born and raised in Webster several years and is largely
and Mrs. Albert White, both of funeral services for his uncle,
responsible for general acceptrresevant, Tenn.; four bro- Will Ester, who died Dec. 25. Groves, Mo.,. has been signiilly honored recently by ance of AMGRA policy on this
thers, Robert Williams of Tre- Funeral services were held his election as president of the National Nubian Club. matter of properly identifying
zevant, Enlow Williams of St. Sunday, Dec. 27.
Mr. Drinkard was accom- (Nubians are a breed of dairy goats, similar to Jer- the animals by means of perLouis, Mo., Willie Williams of
manent tattoo marking.
panied by his wife and father, seys breed of cows).
Lexington, Tenn. and CleveIn addltiou to his work with
James Drinkard.
land Williams of Huntingdon, Miss Sarah Lue Barrises and The National Nubian Club is
the registry association, Jim
a nationwide group of dair YI work each day as a
Tenn., and other relatives:
stock
clerk
been active in promoting
has
Pvt. Alonse Earnest McNally goat
breeders and owners who with a large hardware store in the Nubian breed. lie is a chart.
Funeral services for Johnny Jr. were !serried Sunday, Dec.
favor
this
particular
breed
over
St. Louis.
er member of the Nubian club
Lancaster were held last Mon- 27, in Bethlehem Baptist
all others.
' He was married 23 years ago and has previously served as a
day at 1 P.M. at Hurts Chapel Church.
Jim's
interest
in
dairy
goats
to
miss Evelyn A. Goble of director and as vice-president.
C.M.E. Church, where the Rev. Miss Barrises is the daugh- goes back
eighteen years to Marion, Va. and they have one . Two years ago he started a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
T. M. Davis officiated.
1946, when he developed a child, Beatrice, now 20 years Nubian breed page in the Dairy
Burial was in the church Barrises Jr.
The
spent their honey- stomach ailment. A friend sup old. Aside from his family and Goat Journal. This is a monthcemetery, with Stephenson- moon couple
gelded goat milk, and after con- his beloved Nubian Dairy Goats, ly periodical and the only nain Memphis, Tenn.
Shaw Morticians in charge.
Mr. McNally is stationed siderable inquiry he located Jim has few other interests. tional publication covering matsome milk from the dairy of His work with the National ters of interest to dairy goat
Survivors include a son, with r•-• U.S. Army in
Alaska.
George Lancaster of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Mont- Mr. Albert Bommer, of Valley Nubian Club and the American owners.
Mich.; a daughter, Miss Joyce gomery and Artis Cravens of Park, another St. Louis suburb. Milk Goat Record Association It is likely that his success
Lancaster of Jackson; two sis- Walnut Ridge attended the fun- The final out.mme of this was keep him busy with correspond- with editing this Nubian page
ters, Mrs. Marie Emerson of eral of Mrs. Rosie H. Cravens, that Jim bou g h t two Nubian ence at his desk evenings and had much to do with his reEast St. Louis M.; and Mrs. Mrs. Willie Ray Murchison of milkers from Al Bommer, and Sundays.
cent election as Nubian Club
Vashtie Roberson of Free Port, Little Rock attended the fun- has been a breeder of fancy The American Milk Coat Re- president.
III.; and four brothers, Calvin eral of Mrs. Rosie H. Cravens. dairy goats ever since.
cord Association is the registry Thare is little doubt but that
Lancaster of Jackson, Roose- The Bible Band met Thurs- Nubians bearing hi a "Elm association for all dairy goats dairy goats, and particularly
Hills" herd name have won and depends largely upon the Nubian dairy goats, have playvelt Lancaster of East St. day evening.
many awards at the M. State
-Louis, Jesse Lee Lancaster and
Fair, where Morrison exhibits
Herron Lancaster of, Elgin, Ill.
HIS LAST BIRTHDAY
each year. He also has taken
Services for John Poole were
Clementine, as he peeks from the stindow of
Sir Winston Churchill, who died in London
more than his share iff ribbons,
his llyde Park Gate home. He died of a held in Bledsoe Funeral Home,
early Sunday, is shown, as he greeted newsrosettes and trophies at the
BATESVILLE
cerebral thrombosis ten days after he was with Rev. Henry Jones officia.
men on his 90th birthday in January of this
Missouri
State Fair in Sedalia
By CLEY W. JOINER
ling. Burial was in Mt. Olivet
stricken. (UPI Telephoto)
year. Churchill is shown with his wife, Lady
- C. L. Shaw; who was born in at the 1943 Illinois Stile Fair.
Cemetery.
Lafatted County (Taylor), Miss. Pictured herewith is a doe
morning, Jan. 10, he spoke at 433 Madison St., with Mrs. The'.
died Jan. 14. Mr. Shaw, who with which Jim won the trophy
the Bethel A.M.E. Church in ma Hearnton at the piano.
was confined at the Victsburgh for the best uddered Nubian
COLP
Carbondale.
Prof. T. R. White served as
Memorial Hospital, was living In 1964 his Springhaven Toffee
By ANNA BILLINGSLEA
day, Bishop Robin. toastmaster, and Mrs. Florine
In Panola County at the time Bar won the milking contest at
TRUSSVILLE
Mrs. Ethel Webb served the The same
of his death.
the same fair over all other
in East St. Louis at Cunningham as mistress of cereBy L. R. MEYERS
Ladies Sunshine Club with a son was
Luke A.M.E. ChuIrch, and monies.
Mrs. Louis Houston of Deca- lie was a member of the Nubians by producing the most
delicious fried chicken supper St.
in the evening, he was heard The secret pals were revealed, tur, Ala. was a recent visitor Pleasant Green H. B. Church milk in a fourrday period.
recently.
Jim Morrison has now It a d
at 1 he St. Peters A.M.E !surprising each member.
here with her nephew and wife, and a trustee.
The Mount Olive Baptist Church in Decatur.
His funeral was held Jan. 18 Nubian dairy goats in his posRemarks were from Mrs. Lii- Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Swokee.
Church, of which Rev. Raysession for 18 years, and his
at that church.
MOUND CITY
lian Parker and Mrs. Daisy Exhilarating j o y crowned
mond Davis is pastor, sponsorBy MRS. J. MITCHELL
the services held Sunday at At his funeral, the 'chorus original two animals have ined a program with singers Paul Brown of Chicago spent Ruth Shaw, both of Macedonia
sang,
"Near My God To Thee." creased and multiplied. In addithe Mt. Canaan Baptist Church.
from Carbondale for the Rev. two vacations in our city with Baptist Church.
Pastor Rev. T. C. Williams de- Scripture was read by the Rev. tion, he has paid fancy prices
H. Price, a retired Baptist his mother, Mrs. Leaster But- Other guests were Mr. and livered his first message of J. M. Rurr; prayer was by for some outstanding animals
preacher, who has been ill for ler, his uncle, Manuel Brown, Mrs. Tom of -Kyles Kozy KitRev. Suggs; a talk, by Brother consigned to the Spotlight Sale
the year, followed by the issometime.
and his family.
chen," Rev. S. J. Holly of suing of the Lord's Supper. Wallace Stokes, deacon; resolu- by other well known breeders.
This is the chte with which Jim Morrison, new president of
Greater Bethel A.M.E. Church, Correction; It was the 1117th tion, by Miss Beards& Mitchell; Springhaven Toffee Bar, winThe finance was donated to
acknowledgement of cards, by ner of the milking contest at the National Nubian Club, won the trophy for the best udand Rev. J. M. Cunningham of anal
Rev. Price.
y celebration of the Miss Isola Morgan;
dered Nubian at the 1963 Illinois State Fair. Named Elm
obituary, the Illinois Fair, was purchased
First Baptist Church. .
Mr. Mrs. Alva Billingsley
Mt. Joy Baptist Church, of by Mrs. Edna Hawkins; and at one
Hills Brenda, N-138265, the doe-ivas a close runner•up in 1964
of these sales by MorriJACKSON
The menu was barbecued which Rev. H. J. Lane
drove to Carbondale to visit
is Pas- hymn, by Brother Percy Hay- son when she was a ten month as best uddered doe at the fair.
By C. A. AGNEW
chicken, potato salad, crystalliz- tor, instead Of the 10th anniA the Rev. W. H. Clark and his,
wood.
old kid.
Mrs. Bethel Moore, ,Jr.. and ed apples, green beans, hot rolls,
volunteer help of its members ed and are playing an import.
wife.
versary.
Rev. W. L. Brown is the pas- However large his herd, how- to
implement club policies,
ant role in the life of Jim
A carload of friends drove,three children of Second Street boiled custard, cake, coffee, and Services at the Mt. Zion tor.
ever,
Jim
considers his dairy Jim has been chairman of the !Morrison. For one thing, h i s
Murphysboro to the funeral spent 10 days in Chicago as tea.
Mr. Shaw is survived by his goats a hobby and continues his
A.M.E.
Church
were
highly
enimportant Tattoo Committee for r own stomach ailment has long
Mrs. Jegnett Blackwell. a guests of her son, James EH The first meeting of the year joyed throughout Sunday. Rev. wile and eight children, three
since vanished, and without the
missionary worker in the Bap- Moore, her-brother and familydwas in the home of Mrs. Lela L. J. Washington is the minis- brothers-in-law, and other re- few days during the New Year Church,
with her pastor, the help of some guy a very sharp
Mr,
and Mrs. Garnie B. Hollo- Black at 8-A Lincoln Cts. Cectist church there.
latives.
ter.
holidays
visiting
his
mother,
Rev.
J.
H.
Robinson,
officialknife.
The Mary F. Handy Mission- man, her sister-in-law Mrs. ret pal's names were drawn for Michael Deshazo, who is in Walter Joiner, 97, who lived
ing.
In addition, by furnishing
ary Society of Schaffer Chapel Louise Ballard, and another the year 1965.
here, died last Saturday around Mrs. Emma Davis, and his sisthe
Armed
Services,
stationed
ter
Mr.
and
goat
brother
and
family,
brother,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Clelzie Haymon is presKozella
milk, he has been able
Rev. and Mrs. A. B. Littles
A.M.E. Church. met at the
in Alaska, is here visiting his 4 P.M.
Moore
and
to
restore health to many peoMrs.
Louis
Davis.
Lee
Roger
Holloman in ident. Mrs. Argentry Hess is
of Battle Creek, Mich. and
Funeral
home of Mrs. Anna Billingsley
arrangements
were
parents and relatives.
Gary. Ind.
Mrs. Lou Mack Seals, life- children were here last week ple in the St. Louis area with
I secretary.
incomplete at press time.
last Thursday.
BESSEMER
New an Funeral Home of long resident of Starkville, died en route to Louisville, Miss., stomach trouble and to babies
They turned over $26.40 to Mrs. Moore reported a pleas-1 Services for Mrs. Eunide
By G. W. IVEY
the general-treasury. They also ant, restful and enjoyable trip. IBarnett Carroll were held at Miss Earlene Jones of Long Batesville, Miss, is in charge Monday morning in the home to attend the funeral of Mrs. with allergies.
of her sister, Mrs. Jeans Littles' father, Andrew Ball, He is part•cularly proud of
made plans to give a wedding Mr. and Baby Ruth Jones oil Allen Ave. Church of God in Island, New York, spent the of arrangements.
STARK VILLE
Hampton, after ae extended held Sunday, Jan. 10, at Hope the fact that a Nubian milker
shower for Mr. and Mrs. 218 Daugherty Street were hon-IChrist with Elder J. E. Booker holidays with her parents, Mr.
By LEANDY MOORE
illness in the Ebenezer com- Well Methodist Church, of he donated in 1957 was selected
Charles Reliford on Jan. 30. ored with many visitors in their It:officiating. Burial was in Mt. and Mrs. Frank Jones, and
James Davis of Gary, Ind., munity. The funeral was Sun- which the Rev. C. T. Allen is as one of those for shipment to
Mrs. Reliford is the former home over the Christmas holi.101ivet Cemetery, with Bledsoe other relatives of the city.
Dr. Albert Schweitzer of Lamformerly of Starkville, spent a day at the Ebenezer Baptist minister.
Miss
Rameldia
Hatchett, days, including their sons and Funeral Home in charge.
Mrs. Barbara Jean Wallace
borene, Equatorial Africa.
Funeral services for the Rev. gave birth to an eight-pound,
daughter of William Hatcliett, daughters.
Jim takes ten days of his vaJr., and a member of Schaffer Pvt. Brady Jones of Fort Jordan Williams, who died at two-ounce baby boy, Nathaniel
cation each .year to attend the
Campbell. Ky.; Babe Mae Jones the home of his daughter, Rho- Wallace Jr., born Friday, Jan.
Chapel A.M.E. Church.
annual convention of the AmerThe Senior and Junior Choir of Nashville Tenn.: and Eddie bena Triggs at 514 Berry St., 15, at Dr. Stephen Derrick's
ican Milk Goat Record AssociIs sponsoring a fashion show at Jones of Grand Rapids, Mich. were held at First Baptist Clinic.
ation, where he is warmly welRev.
J.
M.
the Layman's Building, Jan. 23. were among the guests, along Church, where the
comed and accepted as the
Mrs. Wallace is at home and
* •
with Mrs. Gertrude Jones' six- Cunningham officiated.
dedicated dairy goat breeder
she and her baby are doing
The Rt. Rev. Hubert N. Rob- ter, Mrs. Mary Wilde, with her Burial was in New Carmel fine.
that he is.
inson, presiding bishop of the son and daughter-in-law of Chl- Cemetery, with Bledsoe Fun- Mrs. Nellie Jones is the hapAt the Nubian Club meetings,
18th Episcopal District of the cago, Baby Ruth Jones' sister, eral Home in charge.
held in conjunction with this
py grandmother of an eightggrican Methodist Episcopal Ardena Gordon, and husband Rev. Williams was born in pound, four-ounce baby boy,
convention, he is even more enWurch, came to Southern Illi- and three sons of Memphis, Henderson County, Tenn. and Darrell O'Keith, born to her
thusiastically received. At their
nois Jan. 9 and 10.
had lived in Jackson for approx- daughter, Robbie
Tenn.
most recent meeting, held in
Coleman,
Bishop Robinson made a se- The Progressive Home Club imately 60 years. He had been Friday, Jan. 15, at Bessemer
New Brunswick, New Jersey,
ries of speeches beginning Jan. held its annual banquet in the an ordained Baptist preacher Memorial Hospital.
he was honored by being -fleetII at Ward Chapel A.M.E. beautifully decorated dining for more than a half century. The mother is not doing well,
ed president. You migh, say
Church, Cairo, Ill. On Sunday room of First Baptist Church. He had pestered several but her
that the National Nubian Club
baby is fine.
is fully integrated, inasmuch as
Get well wishes to Mrs. Lotheir president is the only Nela Bell, who was in an autogro man In the club.
mobile wreck recently and is
a patient at Bessemer Memorial Hospital; Mrs. Alonzo Bishop, who underwent surgery at
Lloyd Noland Hospital; Mrs.
Hattie Ramsey; Mts. Susie
Barker; Mrs. Esther Rolling;
Will Hayes; Arter King; and
Mrs. Florence Akins.

Mo. Dairyman Elected
Nubian Club President
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BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mrs. Herbert Milum and Mr.
and Mrs. McKinly Williams atended the funeral of Mrs. Mims' uncle, John Bail Hawthorne, held at the Trinity
Baptist Church in North Little
Rock.
The
Philander Smith College
Choir held three concerts here
Sunday, Jan. 10.
The Philander College visitors were served refreshments
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Savoy Montgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. John Woods
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary at their home on
Jan. 10. A tea was given in
their honor by their daughter,
Mrs. Lorine Smily
A special dinner for the PhiPRELUDE TO BREAKDOWN
lander College Choir was servPresident 1,inion B. Johnson during a
The photo represents the last occasion the ed in the Lafferty Methodist
Mrs.
meeting with his Committee on Nuclear
President was photographed before being Church
dining room
Proliferation, chats with Defense Secretary
admitted to Bethesda Naval Hospital for Mabel Smily and Rev. L.
treatment of a "common cold with tracheal Thompson wish In than everyRobert ('. McNamara (right) while Secreand bronchial irritation." (UPI Telephoto) one who helped with the dintary of State Dean Rusk (left) looks on.

13—Corresponaenc•
Clubs
LON ELT? HE Parrs JoIN gll
American Coin. Box 757. Oars Ind.
Send for In for. today.
LONELY? FIND LOVE. ROM A ?WPC
marriage. Free names, photographs.
Dixie Club, Hon 1273. Ocala 3. Fla.

30—Female Hens Warded
MAIDS — N.Y. to Safi wt. Tickets
mint. Jobe walling. It C M. Agcy. 210
Post A e . Westbury, NT.

SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN
AND

'Cannot' But Did - - Happen In Dixie
Can't happen here would be a good
reverse caption for this photo as
A and T College co-eds engage in a
battle of snowball tossing in Greensboro, N.C. Enjoying the towns first

snow are Mary Leak, Peggy Pittman and Helen Jones. "Little cold
but most enjoyable fun" the giHs
said after the battle had ended.

Wanted to eelt retell ad ve Wring In
the M eM Pell market. we pay 36 per
cent and 30 per cent contract Dommlaalon on the dollar.
THE NW IN11-111ATZ DEIENDLUI
236 IL ll'CLLINtiYON WT.
allItatPHOS, TIMMINS=

Ill—Suburban, Out-ofTown Real Estate
DUPLEX ON 4 OITIt LOTS. NIL A I.T.
lg. all. Low tam& tine neigeore. all
patid• oil ht. Iron? *mins. & weatherstrips. H. 2. (whitey) Nyholm, 1042
N. Mohawk Si . Clem rwater. Fla.
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The Right Reverend W. E. Sanders, Bishop Coadjutor
Cathe Diocese of Tennessee, and former Dean of St. Mary's
thedral (Episcopal) administered the sacrament of Holy BapFather
tism to Jarrette C. Atkins, Jr., two month old son of
chapel
and Mrs. J. C. Atkins, Sr. on Tuesday, January 19 in the
at Emof Emmanuel Episcopal church. Father Atkins is rector
Edward
manuel. Mrs. Helen C. Shelby, John C. Parker, and
Stewart, Sr. assisted during the service as God-parents. The
service was followed by a reception in the Parish Hall. Among
Cathethose present were some communicants from St. Mary's
daughter,
dral, Mrs. W. E. Sanders, the Bishop's wife, and their
the
Mrs. Guy Northrup and her daughter, Robin. A few seen at
Watkins,
Tea Service were: Mrs. Kathryn Thornton, Mrs. T. H.
Laura; Mrs. Miles Nevin, Mrs Sanders' father, Lewis Schaffer;
Mrs. Mary Jackson, Mrs. Edward Stewart, Jr. and daughter,
Lisa, Mrs. Thelma Harris and others.
• • •
ALSO ON TUESDAY OF LAST WEEK were the swearinwas
in ceremonies in which Mrs. Melba Briscoe, 53 Boston,
appointed along with several other Memphians to the Memphis
Art Commission by Commissioner Hunter Lane. Mayor Ingram
administered the oaths. She As the first Negro Memphian to
serve on the Commission.
Mrs. Briscoe, wife of Lonnie Briscoe (who only the day before was appointed to the City and County Planning Commission) as an Art teacher at Corry Junior High School. She formerly taught art for several years at Douglass High School,
where she produced many winners in the annual Scholastic
Art Contest sponsored by Lowenstein's department store. Several of her students have gone on to major in Art in College,
inspired by her guidance.
Mrs. Briscoe has studied under capable instructors at Le
Moyne College, Colorado College of Fine Arts and was the first
Negro to be enrolled in the Memphis Art Academy, where she
has been studying for more than three yars. She is the proud
mother of two lovely daughters. Mrs. Junienne Briscoe Bailey
of Washington, D. C. and Dianne Briscoe; and a son, Frank.
We are extremely proud of her accomplishment and look
forward with interest to the many contributions she is bound
to make in her new capacity.
•

GREEK OF THE YEAR AWARD for 1865
,
was presented to Atty. A. W. Willis, Jr, din
ing the third annual Greek of the Year Banquet sponsored by the Pan Hellenic Council which was held this year at the Royal
Arms Restaurant on South Bellevue, Friday
night, January 22. Pictured are members
of the Selection Committee, the main speak.
er of the Banquet, and the chairman of the
Pan Hellenic Council. They are: Walter

Washington, president of Utica Junior College, Utica, Miss., guest speaker, and Na.
tional chairman of the Pan Hellenic Council; Miss Erma I.aws, John R. Arnold, members of the committee, Atty. and Mrs. A.
W. Willis, Jr., William Weathers, member
of the committee, and Miss Velma Lois
Jones, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, chairman of the Pan Hellenic Council for 1965.
(Robert Morris Photo)

4111i

PAN 11ELLENIC COUNCIL OFFICERS for
1965 were installed during the 3rd Annual
Greek of the Year Banquet held Friday.
January 22 at the Royal Arms RestaUrant,
by Walter Washington, National chairman
of the Pan Hellenic Council. Mr. Washing.
ton was also the Guest Speaker for the oc.
casion. Left to right: Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
Sigma Rho, chaplain; Isom Jackson, Omega
Psi Phi, Sergeant at arms; Mrs. Janet I..

Henson, Delta Sigma Theta, recording secretary; Edison Morrison, Alpha Phi Alpha,
treasurer; Miss Velma Lois Jones, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Chairman; Miss Yvonne Hawkins, Zeta Phi Beta, parliamentarian; and
Ernest Riley, Phi Beta Sigma, corresponding secretary. Not shown: Mrs. Minnie
Echols, Sigma Gamma Rho, vice-chairman;
and Robert L. Wynn, Kappa Alpha Psi, business manager. (Robtrt Morris Photo)

Memphians Attend
Inaugural Ball

•

•

ATTY. A. W. WILLIS was the worthy recipient of the
the Inaugural Ball she ni e acquaintances. Bishop C. BunBy MRS. E. W. WILSON
"Greek of the Year" award for 1965 presented by Memphis
Pan Hellenic Council last week and during their third annual
many dignitaries and even tyn. his host met 'dm at the
the
witnessed
who
Those
"Greek of the Year" Banquet and Installation Program.
posed for photos with one or airport. Bishop was formerly
Presidential Inauguration of two. She was very much pleas- pastor of Mt. Olive CME CaThe affair was held at the Royal Arms Restaurant and at1965 will be the first to say ed to iiteet such persons as thedral. He is now Bishop astended by more than a hundred persons, representatives of each
that they experienced an at- Congressman Diggs, Powell, signed to the area on the Eastof the eight Greek letter organizations.
mosphere of "The Great So- and Cha.les Evers, and Roy ern Seaboard. Bishop Bentyin
A cocktail hour preceded the dinner and program. Master
ciety" in Washington, D. C. Wilkins of the NAACP a n d was a member of the District
of ceremonies for the program was Louis B. Hobson, who was
Inaugural Committee.
a n d if it is a n y indication she took in the parade.
the 1964 Greek of the Year. His pleasant humor and wit set the
of the dream of the President, Ernest Withers joined his
. Alcorn, who has always
Adams,
L.
Marie
Mrs.
pace for the highly enjoyable occasion.
the effect is encouraging.
ost in politics himsons, Clarence and Perry who had an inte,
gave grace; which was followed by a statement of the ocself,
invivisited with Adam Clayreceived
there at Howard
all who
While
students
are
Joseph
Roland.
P.
Charles
casion, capably handled by Mrs.
tations did not use them, sev- University. Ile was very much a ton Powell in his "spacious
Westbrook introduced the Guest Speaker, Walter Washington,
eral did accept the bid and part of the preceedings with his and ostentacious offices." as.
president
and
Council,
Hellenic
Pan
National Chairman of the
hurried to the District to be on role as official photographer he put it. and exchanged pleasfor
group
the
praised
He
Miss.
Utica,
of Utica Junior College,
hand when the festivities be- for the Tennessee delegation antries with his old friend who
its forthright recognition of the responsible Greeks in the comincluding Governor Clement once shared membership with
gan.
further
its
with
community
Greek
the
challenged
munity, and
The trek started on Sunday and many other distinguished him on a I abor Committee. . .
as
deal
we
whom
with
youth
the
in his ofencourage
to
responsibility
night when Mr. and Mrs. Whit- Democrats from throughout Congressman Dawson
parents and professional people to be concerned with their edutier Sengstacke left aboard a the state. His photo of the Ten- fice and as they talked he felt
to this
cation and preparation for the demands of our times. He spoke
Pullman and arrived rested in nessee float has been published els pride in being "close
He still works hard,
of our responsibilities in the wake of the President's Poverty
the Capitol City the foljowing in many of the dailies in va- people."
he finds himProgram. His message was enthusiastically received by the
night. The train also bore' many rious Tennessee cities. Many though at times
strong. He spent the
audience.
Democrats from "downtown." of his other pictures are also stlf not so
Guard
National
being included in the press due evening at the
The Selection committee was comprised of non Greeks,
They joined their hosts at
presence on the Armory with friends fro.
unique
his
to
by
submitted
nominees
of
of
most
list
a
from
who choose the recipient
'Ithe Charter House,
scene —hen a photographer was Ebony Magazine.
whom were with the Illinois welcome. His press photo
each of the Greek letter organizations. They were: Miss Erma
persons noir I from till,
delegation, their former home grapher's card will hold great Other
Laws, William C. Weathers, and John R. Arnold. Mr. Weathers
area were: Mr. and Mrs. B. D.
atIs
Fort
they
Mr.
school.
High
Road
Accordingly,
Mitchell
state.
at
were
JR.,
presented Mr. Arnold who in turn read a factual and impressMR. AND MRS. JIMMIE FORT,
importance when he frames it IsarIcw, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
a junior at Arkansas AM&N college at Pine tended the Inaugural Ball at
ive biography of Mr. Willis before presenting him the award.
married in Earle, Ark., recently with the
along with his various other Mason, Samuel Fayne, all
Bluff, Ark., where the bride received her the Sheraton-Park, and took in
Mr. Willis received a standing ovation. He responded very
wedding taking place at the New Hope Bapinvitations to the many events farmers and landowners from
degree in business administration. (Mcthe various receptions and he participated in.
modestly, after which, the chairman, Miss Velma L. Jones adtist church, with the pastor, Rev. Jake Ter'ripton County in Covington,
(lances held during the period.
Christon Photo)
rell, officiating. Mrs. Fort is the former
dressed the group, and gave recognition to the national and
Tennessee and Francis MitThey also visited Arlington Rev. De Witt Alcorn boardMiss Barbara Lucille McKinney, a teacher
regional officers among the body.
on chell, a tailor also from Covsmall ed a plane for the District
very
a
others,
where
.
ofnew
the
installed
chairman,
Mr. Washington, National
and arrived to find it ington. Tipton County is the •
'group, had chosen to come also Tuesday
ficers for 1965 who are: Mrs. Velma Lois Jones, chairman, Alcold as when he at- home of State chairman, Peelas
almost
chillthe
in
;to avoid standing
pha "Kappa Alpha; Mrs. Minnie R. Echols, vice-chairman, Sigtended Truman's Inauguration er.
They,
parade.
the
of
line
ing
sixteen years ago. He was
M s. Marjorie Ulen reports
ma Gamma Rho; Recording secretary. Mrs. Janet Lewis Henlike all the other Tennesseans,
the heavy throngs of that she has had a gay time
son, Delta Sigma Theta; Corresp. secretary, Ernest Riley, Phi
by the Congressional awed by
stopped
people more than he remem- making the rounds of so many
Beta Sigma; Treasurer, Edison Morrison, Alpha Phi Alpha;
offices and were warmly greetbered on the orevious occasion. official receptions, luncheons,
Parliamentarian, Miss Yvonne Hawkins, Zeta Phi Beta; Sered by Congressman Grider and Negroes participation was
cocktail parties, and balls. All
geant at arms, Isom Jackson, Omega Psi Phi; Chaplain, Mrs.
Mrs. Marjorie Ulen and invit•
markedly outstanding this time who visited the Congressional
Marie L. Adams, Sigma Gamma Rho; Business manager, Robsign the register.
to
ed
tourism,
from
$280,000
including
weighTruman's
the
to
LUSAKA, Zambia — (NPD—With all
in comparison
offices found Mrs. Ulen and
ert L. Wynn, Kappa Alpha Psi.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel also left
$252,000 from ivory and meat
time, although that Inaugura- Congressman Grider extremely
of
course
the
faster
and
in
directing
of
managing
arriving
problems
y
Hawkt
Yvonne
night
Miss
was
Sunday
Chairman of this successful affair
revenues; and $210,000 from
tion saw many more Negroes gracious. In Society Merry Go
ins whose committee was comprised of Mrs. Bernice A. E. their affairs which the newly emerging African na- sales of arms and ammunition. time by plane. After checking than had been noticed before. Round next week, look for a
calls
made
he
credentials
his
L.
Robert
and
Riley,
Ernest
Jones,
Lois
Callaway, Miss Velma
tions have had to face since independence, by far the "The value of meat obtain- on his various acquaintances He expressed a thrill at be- wrap up of the social tidbits
Wynn.
that Mrs. Ulen has communi• ••
most pressing has had to do with the steady decrease ed from hunting under license . . . visited some of the Leg- ing in Washington, giving him
comes to somewhere between islators in the Senate Building an opportunity to renew old cated to us.
meell
to
preserves
wildlife
in
glad
be
FRIENDS OF MRS. ALLIE MAE ROBERTS will
$980,000 and $2,420,000."
. . . and said he, "I attended
•• •
to know of her continued progress. She is responding well to the insistent demands of its ment of a huge illicit trade in
everything except the dancwomen.
brighter.
skins,
crocodile
leopard and
fashion-conscience
physical therapy treatments and her future is looking
Multiply these figures by es.. . ."
on
highly
organized
Gladys
a
based
Mrs.
When the African milady
With her for two weeks is her very affable niece,
36, the present number of in- Mr. and Mrs. Jobe S. WalkRubni of Detroit, Michigan who has been a source of happiness strolls sown the avenues "of network of poaching and smug- dependent African nations, and er, 4961 William Arnold Road
gling.
her
her,
chic,
her
give
in
to
fashion
world
hoped
the
It can be seen that a situa- left by air on Tuesday in time
to her aunt . . . and indicated that she
up-to-the-minute leopard skin "The poachers who illegally tion exists where Africa's mi- to settle themselves at the
first outing this week at the permission of her doctor.
and
hat
matching
by
with
acquire
these
noose
skins
coat,
lady wants her cake, and wants Commodore Hotel. They were
•
handbag, and her dainty feet snares spring traps, baited to eat it too.
very impressed with the enormof
two
of
TS
ACCOMPLISHMEN
THE
OF
WORD COMES
encased in crocodile shoes, she cage traps or by shooting inity and elegance of the event,
the Bluff City's erudite young men, who have just been award- is without doubt the epitome variably receives very lithe for
as well as the beauty of the
ed Doctorate degrees in two separate ceremonies.
the risks he takes.
of fashion
surroundings.
Sr.
•
•
•
McNairy,
•
Sidney
Sidney McNairy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The coach of the soccer team
Mrs. Charlie F. Morris, 981
Yet, at the same time, she "But by the time such skins at State University College, Alaska, who flew to Washingof 1405 S. Wellington who received the Ph. D. degree in Bioof
graduate
a
is
He
creating
University.
are offered in the major world
is quite innocently
chemistry last week at Purdue
Albany. N.Y., recently ordered ton Tuesday evening and was
St. Augustine High School and received the B. S. degree from havoc to her continent's wild- centres, the price has risen to dancing lessons for the boys met by her aunt, Mrs. Pinkie
He
Purdue.
from
degree
as
much
tourist
industry.
as
and
a
$280
life
Master's
for
large,
the
Le Moyne College and
because they were "tripping Mack of Washington. In addiWhat she does or may not ful- first-class skin."
is a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. He has accepted
tion to having a grand night at
over themselves."
at
•
•
•
Biochemistry
of
Professor
hat,
Assistant
an
coat,
as
the
that
an appointment
ly realize is
she
La.
which
Rouge,
Baton
shows
for
as
and
a
in
University,
Citing
Zambia
case
bag
Southern
Edward Flagg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Flagg, 720 Edith paid a small fortune may have point, Birch linked the value
$2.80 or of wildlife to the national
Avenue will receive the Ph. D. degree in Chemistry at St. Louis brought no more than
of
spear-armed economy by taking into account
University, St. Louis, Mo. this week. He is also a graduate of so to some poor
hunter who risked life and limb not only revenue and fees deSt. Augustine. He received the B. S. degree from Harvard Uniwent
that
to secure- the skins
rived from authorized promoversity in Mass., and the M. S. degree from Purdue.
to make up the finished pro- tions and activities directly and
Mr. and Mrs. Flagg expect to be present to see their son re- duct she so proudly wears.
indirectly related to wildlife.
ceive his Doctorate degree. He will assume employment with
clear analysis of the but also the value of wildlife
quite
A
Company.
Chemical
the Dow
conditions faced by the inde- killed and sold illegally.
• • •
pendent African countries in se noted that the value of
reminder
a
along
passing
MEMBERS OF JUGS. INC. are
this regard was aired by J. L.:illegally slaughtered wildlife
they
date
the
is
That
5.
to you to mark the calendar at March
Birch, Chief Game Ranger of could not be accurately assesswill hold their annual Formal Dance, the proceeds of which the newly independent Z ambia ed, but put the minimum figand more
through
Mothers
Unwed
aiding
of
will go toward their project
(Northern Rhodesia up to Oct. ure for the annual value of
be
will
place
The
Memphis.
in
the
for
Service
24), in a special article
;wildlife to the country at just
their work with Family
Save on all new and better furniture! Handsome
Ministry of Agriculture's under $2.8 million. However,
announced later. In the meantime, plan to attend.
contemporary furniture and accessories with
for
bulletin
economic
monthly
he suggests that the figure
• • •
Italian, Mediterranean, Spanish and Oriental
November.
could easilycould easily be
MRS. SHIRLEY WATKINS was a gracious hostess in her
styling.' Entire stock reduced for this money
Noting that the skins for more than $5.6 million.
beautiful and newly decorated home on Kingview Drive in
• •
saving *vend
which a game poacher may
Orchid Homes, when members of the PRESS Bridge Players have received between $2.110 to
"Probably as many as 300
met earlier this month.
614, changed hands In the elephants are killed each year
Winning the prizes were Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson, first; fashion world for as much as eithout license, and a further
PREVUE:
McMarguerite
Mrs.
and
second;
Halliburton,
$2110, be pointed out:
Mrs. Dorothy L.
50,000 animals at least are
M.
Lillian
Mesdames
were:
•
•
present
•
Christon, third. Others
snared, trapped, shot or spearSunday 11-5,
Soiling:
Anderson, Jane T. Weed, Verline Jones, Vernisteen Simon,
"The present fashion for ed illegally," he added.
Morrison.
M.
Marian
and
•
•
Hamilton
•
and
Dorothy L.
leopard skin coats, hats
ONE WEEK ONLY
• ••
handbags and for crocodile "The estimated value of this
depletseriously
is
goods,
poaching is something like
FRIDAY NIGHT, MARCH 12, is the date to mark on your skin
1604 UNION AVE.
stocks of these animals 5.500.000 worth of meat and
calendar for the 1965 Jubilee, an annual pre-Jubilee high ing
conti
African
the
throughout
ivory.
school talent show. Announcement of this year's theme, "King
open daily 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
"The revenue to the govern
Venson, nent.
Cotton Moves Forward," Was made by Dr. R. Q.
fot these items'ment from legal wildlife op
Founder and General Chairman of the Memphis Cotton Makers' "The demand
has resulted in the develop- erations is around $1,092,00t,
Jubilee, Inc.
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Milady s Fashions In Africa
Depleting Wildlife Preserve
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tin; Vice President, W. H.
Smith; Vice President-Manager,
Geo. W. Lee; General Auditor,
E. L. Simon; Public Relations
Director, Charles W. Greene
and Actuary, Jesse Hal, Jr.
Also, Medical Director, H. L.
Lang; Assistant Agency Directors A. E. Christopher, H. L.
The first four-day Planning; training sessions will hold daily Fagan, Frank H. Hill and D. A.
4d Program conference of sessions, at the Sheraton hotel Douglas; Special Representabranch managers, supervisors Training workshops are also tive, J. B. Jenkins: Official
and some "top agents" from planned for Tallahassee. Sa Host to the Louisville, Kentucky
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, vannah, and Ft. Worth, in co- Conference Assistant Agency
Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee ordinating the work of the Director, N. K. MeMillan:'
and Ohio will be held at Louis- District Managers, and Supervir Mesdames, J. M. Lowe, M. G.
ville, Ken. by Atlanta Life In- sons as it relates to the 1965 King, and Supervisor of Hospisurance Company, beginning accelerated Company plan to talization Claims N. L. ConnalSunday, January 31 and con- advance it s in-force business ly. Home Office Field Auditors
Wednesday, through Step-up Service and to attend the conference are
tinuing through
New Policy Contracts for its C. R. Autrey, T. L. Henderson,
February 3.
The informative, inspirationali ever appreciative and increas- G. T. Hallmon, W. E. Sardon,
and motivating ebnferences willi ing clientele_ and the insuring J. E. Shannon, Eugene McCray
and H. E. Watson.
project the new 1965 theme, public.
Home office and other per- Managers-Cashiers and Agen"Drive and Thrive in '65", according to the Agency Director sonnel who are expected to at- cy Forces (of. Louisville, Kenmanaof the Atlanta Life, P. W. Proth- tend the four-day conferences tucky), P. R. Robinson,
row, Jr., who is a member of and collaborate with Agency ger; Tallahassee, Fla., S. F.
the board and Past Vice Presi- Director Prothrow in the exe- Howell, manager, Savannah,
dent of the National Insurance cution of the program, are Ga., S. R. Jones, Manager and
President, N. B. Herndon; Vice Ft. Worth, Texas, M. A. DaAssociation.
The first programming and President-Secretary, E. M. Mar- vidson and 0. B. McGregor,
Managers; (districts) act as
hosts to the Four 1965 Managers
and Supervisors Conferences at
the respective cities, on approved dates in the month of
February.

High School Science Students
May Apply For Tuskegee Grant
who

Atlanta Life To Hold
Confab In Louisville

INSTITUTE, deration will be given those
TUSKEGEE
completed tenth and
, Ala. — National science Foun- have
twelfth grades for the biology
dation grants totalling $24,120 program. and twelfth grade for
will finance two eight-week sec- the mathematics program.
Dr it. A. Collins, assistant
ondary science training Programs in biology and mathe- professor of biology, will direct
mattes, June 14-Aug. 7, at litts- .the bilogy program, and the
mathematics program will be
kegee Institute,
I Both programs are designed directed by A. J. Scavella, actfor high ability high school in head of the mathematics
students with inadequate facil- department.
Hies, instruction, and course'
offerings in their secondary For Allergic Patients
oohlisrt. y
schT
participants will be A drug developed by British
selected in mathematics, w hile scientists is bringing new hope
"i students will participate iii to patients allergic to penicil;lie biology program. The two tin. The drug, ceporin, has been
c pa
d hato
isltehrew
t hsaosmbeeen200
separate programs will feature taidenmtisn,A
a1 I de
co urses in modern algebra and
trigonometry and probability miraculously rapid results. In
and statistics, and biology and one ease, the drug halted an •
radioisotope technology.
infection in 24 hours, where othPreference will be given applicants who have completed er antibiotics may have taken
the eleventh grade, but vonsi- a week.

I

log sec-

i Alpha,
, Alpha
ne Hawan; and
respond Minnie
airman;
'si, bust'
to)
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Local Nurse To
Enter Air Force

Miss Cora Jean Clayton, a Miss Clayton was recruited
registered nurse and daughter for the Air Force by Master
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sgt. Hollis W. Walton, a repreClayton, Sr., of 589. Pontotoc, sentative of the United States
has amalied for a commission Air Force Recruiting Service,
as a nurse in the United States with offices at Room 38 of the
Federal Building.
Air Force.
Presently on duty as a nurse
at John Gaston hospital, Miss
Ciayton is a graduate of Booker T. Washington High school,
class of 1961, and the City of
Memphis Hospitals School of
Nursing in Sept. 1964.
Miss Clayton became interested in the Air Force Nurse
rps during her senior year
nursing school. Among its
.sirable features are good
pay and allowance, an opportunity to continue her studies i
toward a degree, and the opportunities to travel.
TWO-YEAR DUTY
The nurse will receive a diMISS CORA CLAYTON
rect commission as a second
lieutenant and will take a
three- week orientation course
at Gunter AFB, Ala., before
being assigned to a USAF base
1954 CHEVROLET
hospital. Her present enlistment is for two years.
Step-Van Truck.
Following the completion of
her two-year tour of duty, she
Can be used for hauling
may either re-enlist for a
furniture & etc.
rpecified time or an indefinite
period.
Good buy.
Nurses receivZ a $300 uniform allowance, 30 days paid
Call
vacation a year, and a starting
salary of $375 per month, inJAckson 6-8397
creased to $425 after 18
months, and $532 after a twoWhittier Sengstacke, Sr.
year stay.
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NEW PRESIDENT INSTALLED — Chester
Turner, left, was installed as the president
of the Firestone Newcomers' club during a
recent dinner meeting at the Flame restaurant, and here he is shown receiving the

LeBonheur Club Seeks
$30,000 From Tag Sales
Is the "MEMPHIS" sticker on tions for these special gold tags
lat $10.00. Any amount over $10.
your car gold and blue?
If not, you're behind the may be given. Elvis Presley,
times, according to LeBonheur reeeivid a LeBonheur Golden!
Tag for his $500 contribution to
Club, Inc.
LeBonheur Club sells annual- the hospital.
ly these distinctive bumper TAX DEDUCTIBLE
tags. The group of 469 Mem- Golden Tags are stickers emphis women is presently en- blazoned with "MEMPHIS" in
gaged in the largest fund-rais- gold inside and outline map of
inf project of the year to bene- Tennessee on a blue field. The
fit the charity program of Le- number "56" and the letters
Bonheur Children's Hospital, "LE" and "BH," for LeBonwhich was founded in 1952 by heur, appear in diagonal corthe philanthropic group.
ners. The stickers are meant to
The Third Annual Golden Tag
Sale, which is set up to raise be affixed to auto bumpers,
$30,000, sets minimum dona- windows or windshield.

PHONE 452-9316
/L

N DRY

CARL'S
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY S 1 00
2544 SUMMER AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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THE
TRAGIC DEATH
OF SAM COOKE

!

FOR SALE

mi reports
gay time
I so many
luncheons,
balls. All
igressional
Ulen and
extremely
Merry Go
ook for a
tidbits
corn muni-

gavel from outgoing president Curtis Garrison, at right. Looking on in center is
Squire H. T. Lockard, who installed the full
slate of 1965 officers. (Withers Pluito)
Tag Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Fort, Jr.

PLEX FOR RENT!
DU
L
DAVIS 5:71Z1V7
1601-1602

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ARGE WALK -ti CLOSETS • TILE - VENETIAN .
BLINDS-WIRED FOR AIR-COMOITIONV •
LARCE L'NER CLOT-3 LARGE CARINET'.: OVER S!i11;
372.-1341 '

lies. ted as a gospel singer,ended
as a rock 'n roll star. He earned
$4,000 a week. More than 200,000
attended his funeral. He was shot at 33 under tragic
and bizarre circumstances. Read the story
of singer Sam Cooke in February EBONY.

LUCI BAINES JOHNSON

PILO
HAPPY NEW YEAR-.
...ON YOUTH,RACE,FTLITICS
It can ue for you as an AVON
The President's poised 17-year-old
Representative
daughter speaks directly and to the
point."1 do not fear hate, but rather
indifference," she says. She insists
8 Lucky AVON Saleswomen this
on her right to her own private life.
A delightful and intimate personal
spring will WIN $100.00 per week fil;. interview
in February EBONY!
52 weeks you could be a WINNER Join us today.
TEXAS MINISTER'S WAR ON POVERTY
Rev. C. C. White of Jacksonville, Texas, has
been lighting poverty in his own way for 30
Openings in NORTH MEMPHIS,
years. What is "(od!! Storehouse" and how
did he get it started? Read this touching
of a 79-year-old preacher in February
BINGHAMPTON, WALKER HOMES, and account
EBONY!
February issue now on your
ORANGE MOUND.
newsstand, or send 50c to:
S. MICHIGAN
Phone 212-2042 Now!!
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60411
EBONY 1120

AFRICA
GOLDEN
PAST
The cultures and
custom• of three
powerful African
kingdoms 2,000
years ago. Beautifully illustrated by
E. Harper Johnson.
A valuable addition
to Negro history, in
February EBONY.
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It
only costs
a nickel a day
in

MEMPHIS.
kIS HIGHLIGHTS FROM CURRENT
BROADWAY SHOWS
T'
1

It's white or beige or blue or turquoise or pink or
yellow or green. It saves you time and running
and trouble and trips. It's probably one of the
biggest bargains in Memphis.
What is it?

SUNDAY, JANUARY 31, 8 P.M.
ELLIS AUDITORIUM MUSIC HALL
Box Seats $6.00

•

Main Floor and First Balcony $5.00

3r1 Balcony $2.50
Top Balcony $1.15
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 S. WELLINGTON JACKSON 68391
2md Balmy $4.00

Your handy extension phone.

Southern Bell
Serving You

DEFEN
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—DONALD DUCK
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THE CISCO KID

ipSAT

^

NO, I CRC EP THE JAII 0111CF.
NODOPY SOT ARRESTED/
RECKON WE'S JUST4
MITE LATE!

WELL, IC THE LAW AHT SOT HIM, Ng CANT
SQuEAL! GATHER ROUNP bovS, AND GIVE
YOVR EYES A TREAT'

1

HE'S (SEEN UNDER THERE
TRyING TO FOCUS
TEN MINUTES...THINK He
KNC;m43 WHAT HE'S DOING?

MEM '
For
dropou
yoUo
to be
victim •
wheth
to b,
stroke
fested
alders
chang

HE SHOULD, HE WAS
UP HALF THE NIGHT
STUDYING,THE
DIRECTIONS!

AS EA

.

BRICK BRADFORD
4.1101111160-

As rmir rime-roo ,lc,ses• Asove AVOCA7A/
/7/5 S•aCRASNI..y aziA-Farea oy
mi05/45 EXAY-05/Cw0,,,,

WHY,THAT riOuBLE
caosx,est...HE

*

ETTA KETT
HE

KNOWS WE
WON'T 65 HUR-T.,71
/
1
A‘F-TEiz Ad-t-,4s HAD TO

RELEASED u5
AND NOW HE'S
5HOW c•omE PP-OTEST.
TRYiNG To cHooT HE WA5 JILTED'
u5 POWN

WHICH BRINGS ME
THE FAS
QL.1EsTioN.... HOW oiD You GE.T
ohl prabe
IN
c 2ST

GEE—YOU

DO YOU MIND IF

MEAN YOUR
COUSIN'S

BUT'I

SHE GOES ALONG
TO THE HOP WITH us?

THAT
GRUESOME?

HOPE

SHE. HAS

FUN!

MAYBE'YOU
BETTER LOAN
ME A
COUPLE
BUCKS-

N CASE I. HAVE
TO PAY SOME OF
THE GUYS TO
DANCE wirH HER'

voi
He HAPrENEo To i*E.
ON AN imseEcTioN

I'D L.OST EvE/ZyTHiNG,
13121Cic hAV FATHER—my
1145TALLATIoN ON'MAN!
THE P2E5ioENT wx5 NICE
COULD SEE ND
OTHER PuTuRE,Dur Now

Tot.a. OF THE MINES
AT THE TIMES.

OH,N0/ yOU'RE
ALREADY PLOTTMG
RevENOE AiSANtr
SOMECNS!
HAVE t•S PART

OF

THAT 11A wITH YOU,
r cAN:

these
down-t
For
Roby,
uation
and a
career
ball p
'happy
his vs
teens
stayini
to ho •
Whe
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Mrs.
the a.
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shoes
asham
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-,even
Raby
make
could
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was s
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ferred
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ETTA!I WANT YOU
TO STOP PESTERING
YOUR FATHER AE5our
A CAR OF YOUR OWN.'

OKAY,
MOMS!

NOT A

/1
104
.

(WHO TORE A
PIECE OUT OF
MY EVENING
PAPEI4. ?

11-22.

BARGAIN!
FOR. SALE CHEAP.'
TWO-DOOR,REID
CONVERT/BLE---

WORD
UNLESS
HE BRINGS
IT UP.'

4e0,

..;01111Ly

A

IESIsicossi4Err WEEK:'...14niav OActr'S 5.06

SECRET AGENT X9

HENRY

RICKY& CALLTZ 6ENC-VA —

TI4EN 1RAEK.6 READWG DOWN
HERE rat...1Am2 ThIE VILLAGE HE
Mur HAVE GET LA colvracr
IN THE CITY, AVA

Sc

WE cAN
cHecK
THE TRAN
Go4erug,

11-11L
-

•

4121#
"'

•
••••••••••••••11..••••.........
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'BIG BEN BOLT —

POPEYE
BE610E5,THEY'RE SONG ID
GET VERY BUSY VERY
SOON LIKE—

Doter YOU
UNDERSTAND THE KING'S
ENSLISH? FC0ROET THESE
CHEAP600,15 AND GET INTO
*WEAR:THEY WON'T BOTHER
YOU—THEY wAt-rf ME

--MOW!
60s MN—

Go!

VA CAN'T DO IT.
RAPPYI!
SAM IS A GOOD
FRIEND OF YOURS!

I YAM GoING
CllvE iT To THE
FoLiCEMAN

PAPPY!?!
WHAT 16 YA
GOWER to
Wir AT
GUN!?

'THE OTHER
ROOM!
‘141

0)

WHAT? HE
COMED HERE LOOKINI.
FER ME: HE IS
ASKING
VCR

Lmommte

CuLo.
1-22

VU CAME HERE

THAT'S
RIGHT!

FOR POPEYES
FATHER?'

rye BEEN LOOKING FOR

STORPAPPY—YA CAN'T)
.
_

HIM ALL'DAY,— HES A
HARD MAN TO
CATCH!

FACE THAT POLICEMAN
WIT' A
LET ME BY,
GUN!
SON!

COMd4,
SAM!•

(

'7

PAPPY!DOUT VO cr!

1
4"F
lf

DON'T I3E A

c
0 0

DEAD HERO,PAL.

THE FuNNY'S FiNISHEO!
GET INTOThE CAR, LIKE

_
FELIX THE CAT
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„• co14- 'a
piwrAPto

WARP1
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BETTER BUY AT

SPORTS
HORIZON

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

iszainisignmBy Bill Litupazowesin
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MEMPHIAN FINDS HIMSELF ,the rich rewards he could gain
For the delinquents and school from playing football by 300
dropouts that fade into oblivion.pound coach. Mike Gamin
you often wonder if these soon'Body was a junior and immedto be burdens on society were iately started to lift weights i
victims of lack of guidance or Ito develop himself. As a senior
whether they were predestined Raby was picked on the Allto become incorrigibles. A State team. Ile recalls playing
stroke of luck sometimes mani- against Dick Butkus and refers
fested through interest of out- I to the University of Illinois Allsiders in wayward boys and a American and "Linesman of
change of environment serve I the Year" as that animal. Butas cures :or the ills that have kus played fullback at Chicago
these mixed-up kids headed for Vocational School and the Chicago Bears draftee is noted forl
down-trodden paths.
Former Memphian George his hard nose play.
Roby, scheduled for June grad- Raby is a four year letterman
uation at Adams State College, at Adams State which is locatand an opportunity to make a ed at Alamosa, Colorado. He
career as a professional foot- averaged about 50 minutes playfall player, was one of those in,.; time last fall ,mostly on of*happy-go-lucky boys who got fense. The Vancouver, B. C.
his values crossed in his early Lions of the Canadian League
teens and subsequently found have signed Raby and might
staying in school a tough row use him at either offense or
defense.
to hoe.
When Roby left Lincoln Ele- The Los Angeles Rams and
mentary and enrolled as a AFL's Kansas City Chiefs also
freshman at Booker T. Wash- were interested in Roby. "I
•
ington in 1957 it was just wast- like the Canadian style of footed time according to the 265 ball because the linesman don't
BEGINNERS TAKE A SPLASH . . . The Rosebud Kinderhave to block downfield" is
garten pupils shown are intent on learning to swim and
pound tackle.
eagerly listen to instructions given by Abe Scharff YMCA
Roby was interviewed when ,haw Roby explains why he
lifeguards. From left to right (seated) are: Belinda Ruddleshe appeared at the annual Tri- chose Vancouver. The Lions
ton, Ronald Allen, James Morris, Odell Morris, Cheryl
State Defender Christmas Par- are the winners of the Gray
Mountain, Cheryl Askew, Machelle Armstrong, Sharon Tayty as guest of his sister-in-law Cup, symbolic of Canadians
lor. Thresa Petty and Madolyn Lavender. Standing left to
Mrs. Velma Hal who works in Champions.
right are: Darnell Fields, Kenneth Berry, Robert Morris,
the advertisement department. For someone who once conEfrem McFarland, Eldridge Jones, Arnett Montague, Jet.Body said the coach at Wash- sidered studying secondary,
rell Williams, Janet Askew, Gerald Pearson, Franklin
ington tried to get him to come Roby is doing well and is quite
Stone, Terrell Williams, Darron Nolan, Henry Hudson and
out for football, but I had to &Live on campus. lie has a
Karla Montague. In the water is Shirley Jean William the
have those good clothes and high "C" average, is a member
daughter of Mrs. M. D. Williams, principal of the school
shoes so I had to work," he un- of the Student Council, was
in which classes are taught from kindergarten through the
representative
student
elected
ashamedly admitted.
fifth grade.
Coming from a large family, to the Student Union and was
-;even sisters and four brothers,.selected to Who's Who at Adams
29, 11:30 a. m.- 12 noon.
Baby wasn't quite ready to State College. Roby will gradJUNIORS, Friday, Jan. 29,
make that big sacrifice that uate from ASC with a major in e Moyne Students
1 p. m.- 4 p. m.
could and did pay off later in Speech Theatre, Physical Edubig dividends. After a poor aca- cation, and a minor in recreaUnclassified, transfer, in-servdemic year as a freshman Raby tion. He plans to continue his
ice and probation students will
Roby's
for
seminary.
egistering
a
at
schooling
after
and
was sent to Chicago,
register Saturday, Jan. 30, from
an adjustment period spent at playing weight is 2.55. but just
could
really
a. m. to 12 noon and 1 p. m. to
9
you
looking,
from
transhe
Tech,
Tilden
all-boys
4 p. m.
ferred to Lindblom High School. not tell he was 10 pounds over
At Lindblom Raby was told of his playing weight.

L
R
Second Semester

Mrs. Margaret Bush-McWilliams, registrar, announced the
following schedule for LeMoyne
College students to follow when
they register for second semester courses:
SENIORS, Thursday, Jan, 28,
a
has
He
rebounds.
in
ardson
-SouthLa.
ROUGE,
BATON
8:30 a. m.- 12 noon.
while
game
per
ern University's Robert Love is 21.0 average
FRESHMEN, Thursday, Jan.
the leading scorer in the South- Love is clearing the boards at 28, 1 p. m.-4 p.
SOPHOMORES, Friday, Jas.
western Athletic Conference. a 19.2 per game pace.
Conference basketball statistics
released last week shows the
6-8 Southern All-American with
'Se tell you everything you want to know. Thus you
:30.2 points a game, giving him
KNOW the Usod Car you buy from
3.4 scoring advantage over
unner-up Wilbert Frazier of
Grambling College.
Is as represented. Top Value cars Comfortable, ecoLove is. also third in field
comical motoring. Let our 45 years know-how be
goal shooting percentage, beYOUR guide. See these. Priced for you
to
hind Jerry Yarbrough of Jackplease!
son College .621; and Victor
$1095
'62 DODGE
Bender, Arkansas AM & N:
4-dr. sedan. Power steering, air cond., auto. trans , radio
.605. The Jaguar team captain
and heater. Low Mileage.
$1695
'63 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
is firing away at a .600 accuracy
4-dr. sedan. Auto, trans.. power steering and brakes, radio
clip.
and heater. Real clean and law mileage.
As SWAC basketball activity
$245
'50 DODGE
all but reached a standstill be4-dr. sedan. Looks good and runs good.
$1095
'60 CHEVROLET Nomad Wagon
cause of semester examination,
9-peas., auto. trans., radio, heater, power steering and lugSouthern's Jaguars went into
gage rack.
the break holding on to second
$795
'61 FORD GALAX1E
Cdr. oddest. with 11-cyl. engine, auto, trans., radio and heater.
place in the league with a' 3-1
Peal nice.
mark behind Arkansas' unde'63 PONTIAC SAFARI
$$$$
feated Lions who are leading
9-pass, station wagon. Auto, trans radio, heatnr, power
steering and brakes, tan. air, all vinyl interior and whitethe pack with a 4-0 mark, and
walls. A low mileage, one-owner car.
is still undefeated on the season
$395
'58 TRIUMPH
after 16 starts.
'2-dr. station wagon. Runs good, looks new.
12-3 RECORD
$1495
'61 DODGE -440" WAGON
V-11 Eng., auto, trans., radio. beater and power steering.
The Jaguars overal :record
$595
'61 LANCER
is 12-3, with only one of the
2-dr. sedan. Standard trans., radio and heater.
losses coming at the hand of
$795
'57
VOLKSWAGEN
A.,2 conference foe. Southern was
2-dr. sedan. Runs gOod and looks lies new.
Ir.ropped by Jackson 108-83, but
$595
'57 BUICK SPE IAL
quickly avenged the loss by
2-dr. sedan. Standard trans., radio and heater. Extra clean.
$1495
'62 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
topping the Tigers in Baton
4-dr. sedan. V-I1 engine, radio, heater and power steering.
Rouge 93-83 the next week.
'63 DODGE CUSTOM 880 STATION WAGON $$$$
In conference play Southern
Fully equipped including dual air cond. A one-owner, low
mileage ear. Still In warranty.
also holds wins over Grambling
$395
'55 PLYMOUTH
(105-8P)). and Alcorn (76-72).
sedan, 6-cyl.. auto. trans. Looks and runs like new.
3_dr.
The post-examination segment
$395
DODGE
'56
of the Jaguars' slate opens with
4-dr. sedan. Auto. trans., radio, heater. Excellent mechanical
Prairie View at Hemstead,
condition.
$495
'58 FORD
Texas on Saturday night. South2-dr. sedan. Standard trans., radio and heater. Looks and
e-n moves on to Houston for a
runs good.
tilt Monday night with Texas
$2495
'64 DODGE POLARA
Southern.
2-dr. herillnp. Auto. trans., radio, heater. power steering and
warranty.
In
Still
brakes.
Other statistics show Ronald
Hayes in sixth place in field
average, and the senior Co.
captain also is rated in third
BR 5-8143
276-4418
1170 Union
place among the free throw
leaders with .703 and is seventh
"45 Years Wth Dodge"
among the leading rebounders.
Our Promise /s Your Saftsfaction!
Love is second to Don Rich.

See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

MUSTANG

Hardtop and Convertible.

NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trode-les Accepted

ENROLL NOW FOR
SECOND SEMESTER CLASSES
JOBS WITH FUTURES
AWAITING!!!

'63 T-Bird
Full power, factory air
cond.
Notes $94.50 mo.

'64 Chevrolet

Courses Available:
• Executive Secretarial

• Accounting
• IBM Key Punch

'63 Chevrolet

• Stenographic

Hardtop, automatic, loaded.

• Typewriting

Notes$5743 mo.

'63 Chevrolet

REGISTRATION DATES: JANUARY 25 and 26
CLASSES BEGIN: JANUARY 27

Air cond, power, like new.

$60.75
'64 Mercury
Notee

Day and Night Classes

4-door. Power & air cond.,
still in warranty'.
Notes$67-39 mo.

'64 Pontiac
Loaded. Like new.
Notes$67.39
GROUND 11005
STERICK BUILDING
..WHIRI OINKS lief YOU
• GIP PRIIIRINIIAl
- SERViCI

'64 Ford
Phone 526-4756

530 Linden Avenue

HYIIIAN BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
11211 FLORIDA

WM 6-1644

WATCH THE SUNDAY'S PAPER
FOR THE ANNUAL
CAR LOAD SALE.
THERE WILL BE PLENTY OF
UNUSUAL SALES.
•

'64 Ford
I

A COMPLETE JANITORIAL
SERVICE-FOR EVERY NEED

7ime to...
*II*

Country Sedan. Power and
watranty.
"Lir cond. Still
Notes$83.90 mo.

'62 Ford
Country Squire. 9-passenger. Factory air. Low
mileage.
Note.$57-43 mo.

'63 Chev. Spyder
4 in floor. Black & red.
Note5450.79

CARPETING CLEANED IN THE HOME OR OFFICE
Our way of House & Office Cleaning is different
In cleaning and handling of your bill also-Call Today
for complete information as to Contract Annually
or One Day Job.

'55 Cadillac
Coupe DeVille. Loaded.
Notes$28.64 Mo
'55 Lincoln
Loaded. Creampuff.
$27.60 mo.
Notes
'57 Pontiac
Hardtop. Like new.
Notes$33.50 Mo.
'59

WE DO REPAIRS
,,
PAINTING-TILE REPAIRSWALL WASHING & EVERY MINOR
'
REPAIR
Pt YOU CALL US AND NAME THE JOB
WE DO IT ALL

Chuck Hutton Co.

•

Sir cond. One owner.
Not„$60.75 mo.

HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, INC.

REMEMBER THE FACTS!
CHUCK HUTTON CO.

new.

Super Sport. Like
Automatic.
Notes $79.86

Sirs Robert Love Top
Scorer In Conference

•

New Fastback

24-2 (above) has joined the Mustang

INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

Ford Wagon

$23.60
Notes

'61 Studebaker
Pickup. Like new.
64 Mo.
'
Notes$38

'63 Ford Pickup
%-ton Styleside R&H.
$49.86 mo.
Notes
r-

P0'. BOY
SPECIALS
'52 Buick 2-dr.
'53 Plym. 2-dr.
'58 Siena Wgn.
'55 Olds H.T.
51 Ramb. Wis.
All In Ruiminej Cm:Idiom
Cash or
ean
Your
Trade
Choice 11110O

go to

36 Mos. on Above
FORD

LICENSED & BONDED

Quieteit, most elegant'

New frame! Nee body?
,nterior' America's biggest new

i‘cr nod
be)1Inder

FULLY INSURED

LIABILITY & FIDELITY BOND
P.O.B.

885 RAYNER ST.

4675.

272-2857

HERFF FORD
OPEN NITES

2450 Suninsor
Phone 4511-1151
•11 you qualify

Page 12
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Sox'Allyn To Block
Braves Move To Dixie?

Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
NEW OFFICERS
A lively and well-attended meeting was held by the Sam
Qualls Golf club last Thursday night and a new slate of offi
cers elected for 1965.
The officers are Althea Pyles, president; Cleophus Hud
son, Sr., vice president; Florence Scott, secretary; Dollar San
ders:, treasurer: Robert S. Crawford, business manager; Brid
ges Pyles, chairman of Entertainment, and Alfred Reynolds
chaplain.
Could the winter weather be the cause of so many golfers
bouncing in and out of the hospital? They never seem to be
sick during golfing weather.
Lawrence Daugherty is out after a week's stay. So is
James "Gump" Edwards. Mrs. Aubrey Turner has not returned
home.
Keep an eye on Aubrey Pearce and Mickey Reynolds. If they
don't stop disobeying doctor's orders and do the nine as they
are told on these good golf days, back to the hospital they will
be going. Sam Crossley, are you guilty of the same charge? 1
GOLFER'S CLINIC
Mrs. Bessie Walker, wife of J. D., will have to wait until
spring to show the lady golfers her game. Each Saturday they
plan to call her for a game, but the temperature drops down
below the freezing point.
The second annual golfers clinic for children will be held
in June, and if your child missed last year, get him ready
for this one. The child must be under 16.
0. D. Alexander is trying to get the wildness out of Thurman Glass' drives.
Golf rates went up at all city courses last week, but not
at Fuller Park. But who knows the difference. If you send
your buddy in to buy the tickets, you never get your change
anyway.

MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Milwaukee Braves'
j owners' efforts to move the National League franchise to Atlanta hit another snag in the person of
Arthur Allyn, owner of the American League Chicago White Sox.

have turned out for Braves'
gemes in ,de last 12 years
have proved Milwaukee is.
major league city. It's too b
the people running the baseb
operation had to goof it up."
Milwaukee County officials
Saying the proposed move
have denied reports that the
was "without justification," AlIt was the second time in re- Braves would be allowed to
lyn told Lou Chapman of the
cent months Allyn has lashed move this year, saying they
Milwaukee Sentir.el he would
out at Frick for sanctioning con- would permit such an action onseek to murshal support of
troversial actions. Allyn vom- ly if Milwaukee were assured
other American League owners
ferously opposed the sale of the of major league bat: this sumto ask baseball commissioner
trier and of a new franchise in
New York Yankees to CBS.
Ford Frick to nullify the shift.
"I suspect that the Braves 1966'
The National League voted
owners signed their contract One suggestion has been that
last fall to okay the move for
with Atlanta befor, looking at other major league teams
1966, but ordered the Braves to their
obligations in Milwaukee," schedule a few home games in
play their 1965 home games in
Allyn said. "Now I wonder if Milwaukee this year. Allyn said
Milwaukee in accordance with
they can get off the book in several weeks ago he would not
their contract for use of CounAtlanta.
permit the White Sox to play
ty Stadium.
I don't know the facts, but here because his was a Chico"I have asked the American
I
suspect
these
that
fellows
go operation for Chicago fans."
League to discuss the Braves
have spent so much money in
said he did not anticiquestion at our meeting in New
the purchase of the club that pate league expansion, at least
WINNERS PRIZE — Accepting television
Kimberly-Clark. Presenting the set to him
York Feb. 1 with the hope of
they couldn't get enough of a in the near future. "The tale
set as. hi; prize for making a lucky guess
is Alan Strautman, a superintendent.
requesting the commissioner to
in a contest is Earl Jackson, a worker at
veto the move," Allyn said. He return to support their invest- is too difficult to produce a
too costly," he said.
3aid he had approached Frick ment
on the subject at rectnt major "But that's not the fault of "The ideal solution," he said,
,league meetings i- Phoenix and the fans. It's their tough luck. is that "the club should stay
'Houston, but ead received little The near 19 million people who where it is."
TOURNAMENT
Iresponse.
"Oh, he listened — he always
Rocky of Riverside is planning a bigger and better Inteliztens," Allyn said. "But be
grated golf tournament this year. The one there last year was
In a recent safety contest for a long time to come
didn't say anything."
the only integrated tournament held in Memphis.
Watch for the date of the Sam Qualls Golfers' annual whist conducted for the employees of Alan Strautman, administra-1 Emmett King Morris, presiand five-up tournament. It will be held again this year and the administration department tion superintendent, was onldent of the Jackson State colat Eimberly-Clark corporation, hand to congratulate him and1
be really a big thing.
lege Student Government Asso400 Mahannah, Earl Jackson of to make the presentation.
The next golf club meeting will be held on Feb. 4.
ciation at Jackson, Miss., was
2100 Stovall, out- figured some In addition to Mr. Jackson
invited to Washington, D. C.,
100 other employees in his de- winning first place, there were
for last week's inauguration of
partment to win a beautiful also two other lucky winners
President Lyndon Baines Johnthirteen-inch television set.
in the Administration service son. and
Vice President Hubert
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — during which time the team The department in which Mr. crew who won cases of KimH. Humphrey.
George Wilson,' former head won one National Football Jackson works recently hit two berly-Clark
products.
They The invitation came to the
MR. RAY YOSBURGH
T h e Weaver Elementary
coach of the Detroit Lions, League championship in 1957 million safe man-hours without were Richard Kearney of 1576
student from Dale Miller, chair- School PTA held its monthly
signed with the Washington and finished second in the a disabling injury. In connection Morris, who won a
935 BLANCHARD
case of Klee- man of the Inaugural CommitRedskins of the National Foot- NFL's Western Divis.on for with this record, a safety con- nex facial
meeting at the school's cafetissue, and Lawrence tee.
ball League as an assistant three consecutive years — 1960, test was set up to give each emtorium
on
Monday
night,
Jan.
1
Harris, Route 4, Millington, Mr. Morris accepted the invicoach.
1961 and 1962. In those latter ployee a chance to win valuable Who
won a case of Pocket-Pack tation and attended the cere- 18.
The 50-year old Wilson re- three years, the Lions won the prizes
An impressive devotion was
by giving an estimate of!Kleenex tissues.
mony.
signed from Detroit last month Miami Playoff " Bowl three
given by pupils of the third
the date and time the two milafter eight years with the Lions, times.
and fourth grades. A report was
lion hour record would be
given by delegates who attendreached.
ed the PTA Conference in NoThe correct answer was Janvember.
uary 4, at 2:55 p.m. Mr. JackAfter the reports were given,
son came up with an answer of
members paid their clues and
January 4, at 2:09 p. m. to bewere given membership cards.
If you are clean and tired of high rates
come the lucky winner.
A large number of fathers were
When asked how he felt about
Hardwood Floors, Central Heating, Panel, Eat-in
If you have lost your license
present and were introduced b,4,
being first place winner, he
Henry Baskins.
Kitchen Double Sink • Fireplace In Living Room
If you are about to loose your license
said he was very happy and
Two numbers by the Weaver
would enjoy the television set
1030
Garage Concrete Drive Lot 40x112
chorus, "New Jerusalem" and
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
"Amen," concluded the meet-

A Lucky Guess Brings
Worker A Television

Student Attends
Inauguration

Fathers Attend
PTA Meeting At
Weaver School

Lions' Wilson To Redskins

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Apples.

COMBINED TO GIVE YOU PROMPT
kNI) MORE ECONOMICAL SERVICE.
FROM FOUNDATION TO ROOF TOP

Consolidate Your Bills
MAKE THE REPAIRS NEEDED ON
YOUR HOME HAVE ONLY ONE
LOA MONTHI
P AI MFNT

NO MONEY DOWN
*ROOFING *PAINTING
*ROOMS *BATHS
*DENS
*GARAGE
*CAR PORCH *SIDING
*STORM WINDOWS
& DOORS

Cash Yogg
Mo.
Get—
Payments
$ 500.00
$ 12.90
$1,000.00
S 23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
$1,000.00..... , 6 45.50
$2,500.00
S 56.20
55,000.00
5110.82

Be Wise! Choose

6 Olds
Holiday—$2695

C

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better tii
• Borrow At 3 Bank"

KLONDYKE
FURNITURE CO

'61 I mperia1—$1895
'61 Chrysler
Newport-51195
'61 Ford Galasie--$1195
'62 Obey Wagon—$1495

'63 Pont. hardtop-52395 '63 Olds Wa400--$2695
.64 Ford
Galesie—$2395

gat '62 Chrysler—$1595

'62 Ford Galesie—$895

co‘

'63 Chev Impel a--41095

50 OTHER LATE MODELS.
, ALL MAKES
Hank Finoncing—Noirs to Suit You!

!FISHER
1925 UNION

4
lw
4!:
2754141 t:

3016110t2t06091e

NOTICE

458-4678

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

1284 JACKSON AVE.
N Waters, Owner

YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly_

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

275-8451

Classified Ads. .

dim•••••mommonmonommes Help Wanted
Special Services
Help Wanted
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
VEMALE HELP WANTED
Attractive. intelligent, alert; repreeenWANTED
•
tatty, for Chicago agency. 17 No.
Two teachers: (Male or Female) For State Bt., Suite 1320, (micas° 2. 111.
educational
viOrk
tone.
in
Will
spare
II
• not Interfere with present activities.
100 MAIDS NEEDED NOW
Reply to: Teacher.. Box 311
Ille,hest salaries. No waiting to start
EXTERMINATING CO.
work. No experience needed. Nicest
Tri-State Defender
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
homese. Enjoy own room with TV.
TERMITES -ROACHES
Sat. or Sun. $1,25
•
Warne
Fare
arrival.
Pree
advanced.
gift
on
Monday
• Set Open 8 A.M. to 6 PAL
Meet your friends nate. Sand name and
WATER BUGS -RATS At
Addrefia
phone number of reference immediately.
.• Sun. Open I A.M. to 1 P.M.
thru
MILE MAIDS AGENCY
Licensed and Bonded w
Telephone No.
•
Street
Main
ills N.
Friday

• CAR WASH $

WE WRITE

INSURANCE
GOOD AND BAD

Got a horns you want to sell,
as apartment you want to rent,
OT a ear for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
pit the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you wann
to sell, the Tri-State Defender'
an help you convert the me?-1
thandise into cold, green cask]
For a special time, the Tri
State Defender is offering I"
service to persons who Want to
well goods or services through
want ads
The minimum price is SO
tents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSD's
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Vetma Hal at 5261397 or 121,SAL

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
THAT'S HARD TO PLACE
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE CANCELLED?
SR22 FILING
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BONDS ARRANGED
DO YOU NEED PREMIUM FINANCED?
LET US HELP YOU

SAM PLOUGH
INSURANCE COUNSELOR
527-1262

PEST

•
•
•

•
•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
a
3100

I
us.. wit
TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash

O '63 VW—$1495

‘
111, '62 Rambler—$895

AFTER XMAS
SPECIALS

EV 6-5098

Liot Valiant Air—S1895

3 Pecan Trees
After 6:00 P.M.

•

Summer at Baltic
tasiamasammanaaammam•samme

IN USED CARS

Imperial-44695
"
awe. Malibu—S2295

Mrs. Maude Williams is PTA
president, Leonard Holley is
principal of the school.

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

Better Values At Lower Prices

,,,uP0066060000
.17 Ton THE FINEST 0
:
66 Ply. Fury—$2595

ing.

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
635 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

Stale Savings Bank

No job Too Small All jobs Appreciated
Call Today For Inquiry

Dodge—S1995

If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
526-2381 or 526-5749

1955 BUICK Century 4 Or., H.T.
One Owner Clean A-1 Condition
Phone 397-2004

- COMFORTABLE
2 BEDROOM HOME
FOR SALE

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE

ThtEMODELING?
SOUTHWEST ROOFING &
MAHAN CONSTRUCTION, INC.

MU 2-1848

FOR SALE

109 MONROE ST.

Freeport, N. Y.

school, now winking

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
saleswomen
Salesmen
and'
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 Per cent atd 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

PRINTERS WANTED
.(Male and Female)

SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWINC
OR TYPING. WItTVE TO BOX 1941.
W1NSToN SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSE
STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED EN
VELOPE OR ItIc COIN FOR REPLY
MA11)8, 011AR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-1N TORS. 135-55 PER WE.
P A RE ADVANCED.
HAltolD EMPLOYMENT AGENC
BOX 21
LYNRIORIK, N. V.

CALL

US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

operators,
proofLinotype
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should ap-,
176
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago aim,
Illinois.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
8. 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

Use Our
Want
Ads

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE'
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

•

